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Pellet Boiler Boot Camp
Today's Agenda:
• Short break at 10 AM
• Lunch: noon - 12:30
• Short break at 2:30
• Out of here by 9:00 PM

Pellet Boiler Boot Camp
Today's Topics:
The importance of hydronics to renewable energy
Wood as a heating fuel
Pellet-fired boilers
Thermal storage options
Preventing “negative energy flow”
Boiler protection options
Low temperature hydronic heat emitters
Instantaneous domestic water heating
pellet
boiler
enable
Thermal storage control concepts
Sizing biomass boilers & thermal storage
System examples

24 VAC
pellet fired boiler
T

tekmar 256
reset controller

(S1)
(Soutdoor)
(R2)

tekmar 150
setpoint controller

(R2-1)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(S2)
contacts:
close @ 165 ºF
open at 175 ºF

T

(R2-2)
contacts
open @ Ttarget+5 ºF
close @ Ttarget-5 ºF

Water vs. air:

It’s hardly fair...
courtesy of Dan Foley

Water is vastly superior to air for conveying heat

2 x 12 joist

this cut would destroy the load-carrying
ability of the floor joists

3/4" tube

14" x 8" duct

A given volume of water can
absorb almost 3500 times as
much heat as the same
volume of air, when both
undergo the same
temperature change

Hydronics & Renewable Energy
Modern hydronics is the “glue” holding together many
thermally-based renewable energy systems.

hydronics
Regardless of what solar collector, geothermal heat pump, or woodfired boiler is selected, if the distribution system, controls, and heat
emitters are not properly matched, that system will not perform well.

Why hydronics enhances renewable heat sources
• Superior comfort
• Low temp. operation (high heat source efficiency)
• Very high distribution efficiency
• Thermal storage potential
• Easy integration with conventional heat sources
• Minimally invasive retrofitting
• Potential for thermal metering (ASTM E44 coming in 2018)

Pellets & other “densified” wood fuel

Wood pellets
7600 to 8400
Btu/lb

Wood
briquettes
about
8000 Btu/lb

PELLET FUELS INSTITUTE

www.pelletheat.org

Pellet Production

New England Wood Pellet plant, Utica, NY

90,000 tons/yr
handled

rotary dryer heated by wood fiber

pellet mill
(fibers extruded into pellets)

debarked chips
arrive at plant

60,000 psi
squeeze

pellets emerge from mill
at about 190 ºF

robot loads, 50, 40 lb
bags per pallet

Bulk Pellet Delivery

Filling truck

setting up hose

Images courtesy of Maine Energy Systems

preparing hose

certified weight scale

connecting hose

Wood as a heating fuel
Higher heating value (HHV) = theoretical heat available from 0% moisture content wood,
burned with stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, and including recovery of latent heat (condensation
and cooling of water vapor produced during combustion.
HHV0%mc = 8660 Btu/lb
Higher heating value (HHV) as function of moisture content

HHVBTU /lb = 8660(1− 0.010766w + 0.00006333w 2 )
w = moisture content (%)
Lower heating value of wood does not include the latent heat
associated with water vapor produced as the wood is burned.
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Wood as a heating fuel
Electric!
Resistance!
Heat
Heat!
Pump

#2 Fuel Oil

____cents / Kwhr x 2.93

____cents / Kwhr x 2.93

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

____average COP
____ $ / gallon x 7.14

* Assumes a 50/50 mix of maple and beech dried
to 20% moisture content.
Price is for 4 ft x 8 ft x 16 inch face chord split
and delivered.
** Assumes 15% moisture content

= ____ $/MMBtu

___ AFUE (decimal)

Propane

Natural!
Gas

Firewood*

Wood
Pellets

____ $ / gallon x 10.9
___ AFUE (decimal)
____ $/ therm x 10
___ AFUE (decimal)
____ $ / face chord x 0.149
___ ave. efficiency (decimal)
____ $ / ton x 0.06098
___ ave. efficiency (decimal)

Bituminous!
coal

____ $ / ton x 0.03268

Shelled!
Corn **

____ $ / bushel x 2.551

___ ave. efficiency (decimal)

___ ave. efficiency (decimal)

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

• #2 fuel oil: 138,500 Btu/gallon
• Waste oil: 125,000 Btu/gallon
• Natural gas: about 1030 Btu/ cubic foot
• Propane: 92,500 Btu per gallon
• Electricity: 3413 Btu/ kilowatt-hour
• Hard coal (anthracite): 26,000,000 Btu/ton

Wood as a heating fuel
Electric!
Resistance!
Heat
Heat!
Pump

12
____cents / Kwhr x 2.93
12
____cents
/ Kwhr x 2.93
2.9
____average
COP

35.16

= ____ $/MMBtu

12.12

= ____ $/MMBtu

#2 Fuel Oil

2.85
____ $ / gallon x 7.14
0.86
___ AFUE (decimal)

= ____ $/MMBtu

Propane

2.76
____ $ / gallon x 10.9
0.92
___ AFUE (decimal)

= ____ $/MMBtu

Natural!
Gas

1.42
____ $/ therm x 10
0.92
___ AFUE (decimal)

= ____ $/MMBtu

Firewood*

Wood
Pellets

70 $ / face chord x 0.149
____
___ ave. efficiency (decimal)
0.65

250
____ $ / ton x 0.06098
0.75
___ ave. efficiency (decimal)

Bituminous!
coal

____ $ / ton x 0.03268

Shelled!
Corn **

____ $ / bushel x 2.551

___ ave. efficiency (decimal)

___ ave. efficiency (decimal)

23.66

32.7

15.53

16.05

= ____ $/MMBtu

20.32

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

= ____ $/MMBtu

Suggest using the 3 year
average price of competing
fuels when making
comparisons.

Early attempts at matching wood & hydronics
water jacket for stove pipe flue

fireplace
water grate!
(welded steel tubing)
heated!
water

cool!
water

Courtesy of Brian Ellul

The problems:
1. Safety
2. Creosote formation
3. Scaling/corrosion/stress

Outdoor wood-fired hydronic heaters
Some progress, but issues remain...

The problems:
1. Low thermal efficiency ≤ 40%
2. Creosote formation
3. High particulate emissions
4. Poor underground piping practices
In NY state, read NYSDEC part 247

http://www.dec.ny.gov/regs/71720.html
100’ property line setback & min. 18’ chimney

Modern Pellet-fired Boilers

image courtesy of Tarm Biomass

pellet transport!
suction blower

vent connector
day hopper

controls
exhaust blower

pellet queue

water!
compartment
flue gas tubes!
w/ rotating
cleaning assembly

slider gate
auger drive

burn pot

ignition!
assembly

ash drawer

thermal efficiency

Pellet boilers attain their highest thermal efficiency, and lowest
emissions, when operated for long (multiple hour) burn cycles.
without thermal storage
steady state
warm up

25 kW (85,300 btu/hr) rated pellet boiler supplying a

steady state
burn out

warm up

steady state

burn out

warm up

steady state
burn out

heating load profile typical of an upstate NY house,

warm up

with and without a 119 gallon thermal storage tank as
part of the system.
time
OFF

OFF

OFF

thermal efficiency

43% of ON time is quasi-steady state

with thermal storage
steady state

warm up

steady state
burn out

warm up

time
OFF

62% of ON time is quasi-steady state

Brookhaven National Laboratory & Dr. Thomas Butcher

Suggested design objective: 3 hour run / start

Pellet Outgassing
Studies conducted in Europe have shown that freshly produced pellets, especially those
made of softwood, can outgas minor amounts of carbon monoxide.
The exact chemical process by which this carbon monoxide was just recently identified by
Clarkson University.
It is affected by the time over which the pellets have been stored, the species of wood used,
and the storage temperature of the pellets.
The outgassing is typically strongest in the first week or two after the pellets have been
produced, and then typically drops to 10% or less of the initial rate.
Mitigation of this carbon monoxide can usually be accomplished by passive ventilation of the
storage bin (or by exposure of wood fiber to ozone).
An air flow rate of 4 ft3/minute is usually adequate to protect a storage bin holding up to 5 tons
of pellets. This ventilation can be accomplished using special caps on the fill and air relief
tubes.
Some state incentive programs (NYSERDA) mandate outdoor pellet storage for qualifying
projects.

Indoor Pellet Storage

image courtesy of Tarm Biomass

Bag silos: 1-7 tons capacity

image courtesy of Pellergy

image courtesy of Maine Energy Systems

Pellet storage silos
PolyDome
8.5 ton
capacity

image courtesy of Ehrhart Energy

image courtesy of Tarm Biomass

Steel pellet silo supplying 2 boilers

Pneumatic pellet receiver at base of silo
Supports weight of pellet column in silo, while allowing
loose pellets under hood to be entrained in air flow.

images courtesy of Karl Longnecker

image courtesy of Tarm Biomass

Placement of steel pellet silo

30 ton pellet silo on load cells

“Energy Box” systems

2 pellet boilers
+ 2 propane boilers
+ thermal storage

Manufactured “Energy Box”
storage and boiler
image courtesy of Ehrhart Energy

image courtesy of Tarm Biomass

Boiler Venting

NFPA 54 / National Fuel Gas Code (2018), and
NFPA 211 (2016) are general references.
Many mechanical codes dealing with chimneys & venting are
based on these standards.

Free online access: http://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/
all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards

Chimneys

Chimneys for pellet and cordwood gasification boilers
Class A “all fuel” chimney (UL103-HT) 1000 ºF continuous, 2100 ºF, 10
minute. (stainless inner & outer wall, insulated) is recommended by
most boiler manufacturers. (NFPA 211)
Opinions vary on the
practicality of side wall
venting: Most biomass
boiler manufacturers
don’t recommend side
wall venting.

Some available products:

Image source: Selkirk

http://www.olympiachimney.com/
ventis-class-a-all-fuel-chimney-pipe
http://www.selkirkcorp.com/~/media/selkirk/
reference-documents/common/file/productliterature/chimney/ultratemp-514/brochure--all-fuelchimney-buyers-guide-mbafcbg.pdf

Image source: Hart & Cooley

http://www.duravent.com/Product.aspx?hProduct=1
http://www.hartandcooley.com/files/assets/files/
1371500382_HartandCooley_TLC_Catalog_0613.pdf

Image source: Simpson Duravent

Chimneys for biomass boilers
For commercial buildings, stack heights should be consistent with good engineering practice to
minimize the wake effects caused by buildings or terrain on emissions. (see www.epa.gov/ttn/
scram/guidance_permit.htm for some EPA documents on good engineering stack height and
modeling).
plume drifting toward school
Good entrainment of plume

image courtesy of NYSERDA

image courtesy of NYSERDA

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling in chimney wake relative to building(s).
plume drifting toward school

Ventilation air
intakes on roof

Note that chimney wake
“hugs” flat roof line.

PM2.5 Short Term Exposure –
AS FOUND CONDITION
Isometric View –
Snap Shot from Animation

image courtesy of NYSERDA

CFD model graphics provided by M/E Engineering

Lesson learned

image courtesy of NYSERDA

PM2.5 Short Term Exposure – AS FOUND CONDITION

modified chimney
installation
(top of chimney
now 10 feet
above roof)

PM2.5 Short Term Exposure – PROPOSED CONDITION

CFD model graphics provided by M/E Engineering

PM2.5 Short Term Exposure – PROPOSED CONDITION
Isometric View - Snap Shot from Animation

Code requirements on chimneys
1. Top of chimney min. 2 feet above anything within 10 foot radius, and at least 2 feet higher
than ridge, wall or parapet if within 10 feet of ridge, wall, or parapet. (503.5.4), NFPA 211
2. Top of chimney min. 3 feet above where it penetrates the roof. (503.5.4), NFPA 211
3. Cannot connect a vent from a solid fuel appliance to same flue serving a gas-fired
appliance (503.5.7.1)

Check with
boiler
manufacturer
on minimum
chimney
heights.

chimney <10 ft from roof ridge

chimney >10 ft from roof ridge

Most biomass boilers have draft inducing fans
Situation: Boiler starts up (draft fan on)
but little if any draft established in cold
chimney.
Exterior masonry chimney are the
worst due to large / cold thermal mass.
Causes: Temporary POSITIVE
pressure in vent connector piping.
Leads to: Leakage of flue gases and
fly ash between joints in vent connector
piping, boiler air intake, barometric
damper.

This chimney was,
at one time, venting
both an oil-fired
boiler and a pellet
boiler.
A violation of NYS
Mechanical code,
section 801.11

The fix.
UL-103 HT
chimney for
pellet boiler

Exterior masonry chimneys have minimum allowable
combustion appliance input ratings depending on climate

Lining existing masonry chimneys with sealed
stainless steel liners.
image courtesy of Interphase Energy LLC

stainless steel rigid liner
pipe joined with stainless
steel pop rivets

pre-insulated
stainless steel liner
images courtesy of Olympia Chimney

Always brace chimneys on metal roofs subject to snow slides

Image source: Selkirk

Vent connectors

General NFPA requirements for vent connectors:
• Horizontal length of vent connector from solid
fuel appliance to chimney not more the 50% of
chimney height above the connector.

cap

• Cross sectional area of flue for interior
chimney (below roof line) not more than 3x
appliance vent connector cross sectional area.
• If one or more walls of chimney exposed
(below roof line) the cross sectional area of
flue not more than 2x appliance vent
connector cross sectional area.
• Minimum upward slope of vent connector
= 1/4” per foot.
• Minimum clearance to combustibles for
single wall vent connector = 18 inches (there
are ways to reduce this clearance with
shielding).
• Minimum clearance to
combustibles for double wall vent
connector = 6 inches.

H

chimney
flue

min. slope = 1/4" / ft
flue collar

vent connector

boiler

L ≤ 0.5xH

NYS code allows solid fuel appliances to be vented through 24 gauge
(minimum thickness) galvanized steel piping.
Recommendation is to avoid use of galvanized steel connectors
due to potential leakage of ash and flue gas at seams.

RTV silicone. Will
eventually separate
from galvanized pipe

Single wall welded seam stovepipe (22 gauge) can be used.
• Seal joints with high temperature
(1000 ºF rated) black silicone sealant

• Always join pipe so that any interior
condensate, moving down pipe,
remains in pipe.
condensate drainage
1000ºF sealant
stainless steel
screws (3 / joint)
swaged end up

• Secure all joints in single wall vent
connector piping with stainless steel
sheet metal screws.

22 ga. single wall
stove pipe

Double Wall vent connector piping allows 6” clearance to
combustibles and lower surface temperature.

Stainless steel inner wall
nominal 3/8” air space
Black (painted) outer wall

DOUBLE WALL
vent piping

SINGLE WALL
black painted steel
vent piping

• Inner wall remains at higher temperature, resulting
is less creosote potential.
• Outer wall remains at lower temperature, resulting in
safer installation.
nominal 3/8” air space

• Both single and double wall pipe should be installed
in proper direction (see arrow on pipe).
• Outer wall of section should be mechanically joined
with 3 screws (usually provided with pipe)

Unsealed seams in vent connector piping can leak flue
gas and ash

Draft Regulation

Pellet boilers and cordwood gasification boilers are
designed for regulated negative pressure in vent connector
Froling pellet boilers: Draft at flue connector to be -.05 to -.1 “water column (WC) range.
Econoburn cordwood boilers: Draft at flue connector in the -0.02" to -0.05” WC range.
Maine Energy Systems pellet boilers: Draft at flue connector in the -0.02" to -0.04"WC range.

From Froling cordwood gasification boiler manual

Any boiler vented to a chimney requires draft regulation.
Draft regulators limit how much negative pressure the venting system
can create (relative to atmospheric pressure).
Excessively negative vent pressure (up to 10X normal) will draw too much
air through the boiler’s combustion system, resulting in:
• Wasted heat up the flue
• Potential for uncontrolled combustion rate

adjustable weight
The weight on the
damper blade is
adjusted to
determine the
negative pressure at
which the blade
moves

Flue gas and ash leakage at barometric dampers
Standard barometric dampers cannot seal against positive pressure inside venting system
This is a typical
barometric damper

The solution is NOT to omit the draft regulator…

Pellet boiler stack galvanized pipe - no draft
regulator

Standard barometric damper was removed
and opening sealed because of ash and
flue gas leakage.

Solution is positive pressure sealing draft regulators
Mounted on
Varmebaronen pellet
boiler

gasketed
openings

European approach
using draft regulator
(not a barometric
damper) that seals
against back pressure.

K&W ZUK150S!
draft regulator

Postive pressure sealing draft regulator installed on pellet boiler

outside of damper
relatively clean

some fly ash present
inside damper

Positive pressure sealing damper available in US

http://www.westwoodproducts.com

1-800-442-1630

This damper is not currently UL listed. we’re working it….

Draft regulator below flue gas flow

cap

NOTE: lowest opening in chimney cap must be
minimimum 2 feet above anything within 10 feet,
and at least 3 feet above upper edge of roof
penetration.

Install chimney bracing brackets
beween exposed chimney section and
building structure as per Selkirk
installation instructions.

storm collar
flexible flange roof flashing !
by others
min. 2" clearances

UL-103 HT!
chimney, straight up through roof
ceiling chimney support
finished ceiling
All sealed vent connector piping & fittings!
(double wall stove pipe, stainless steel inner piping, black
outer shell), all internal!
joints sealed with MILL-PAC BLACK)

minimum of 6" air gap!
if double wall pipe!
18" min. for single wall
7"

All joints in inner vent connector piping sealed
with high temperature (1050 ºF rated) sealant
(MILL-PAC BLACK)

double wall!
vent pipe

double wall!
45º elbows

double wall!
vent tee

!
pellet boiler
45º

positive pressure!
sealing draft regulator

cap

stoker!
auger

BOILER VENTING

Air Supply to Boiler

Combustion air supply

Grainger 5NKJ2
aluminum louvers
(18" x 18")

NFPA 54/2018, National Fuel Gas Code:
If air comes directly from outside, and one opening
(within 12” of ceiling) is used: 1 in2 free area per
3000 Btu/hr of fuel input rating of all appliances in
the space, and not less than sum of cross section
areas of all vent connectors in the space.
For wood louvers:
Free area =
opening area / 0.25
For metal louvers:
Free area =
opening area / 0.75

mech. room!
ceiling

10" below
finished ceiling

Grainger
4C560
motorized
damper

line opening with
0.024: or thicker!
aluminum sheet

line opening with
0.024: or thicker!
aluminum sheet

If motorized
louvers are
used they
must be
verified prior
to burner
operation.

Grainger
33W754
aluminum
flanges for
louvers

Grainger 5NKJ2
aluminum louvers
(18" x 18")

bottom of
actuator
must be min.
18" above
floor

Grainger
4C560
motorized
damper

18.25" square
opening

NFPA 54/2018, National Fuel Gas Code:
If air comes directly from outside, and two openings
are used: 1 in2 free area per 4000 Btu/hr of fuel input
rating of all appliances in the space.

Grainger
33W754
aluminum
flanges for
louvers

18.25" square
opening

When boiler room draws air from OUTSIDE:

not more
than 10"

2

7

(TDR)
actuator 1
M

This must be verified by end switches in each
damper actuator.

1

3

actuator 2

MRHL

LWCO

M

This circuit allows a nominal 2 minute time
delay for the dampers to open and verify, or
else if opens the boiler safety circuit for shut
down.

pellet boiler
L1

N

Signal source in boiler that goes
to 120 VAC and remains at that
voltage for full burn cycle.

Grainger 23NU95 time delay relay
(can be set for 3-300 seconds)
in Grainger 5X852 socket

TDR-1 NC

The actuators must keep the dampers open
whenever combustion is occurring.

4

time delay relay
(set for 3 minutes)

TDR-1 NO

Boiler room ventilation air

boiler safety
device circuit

Thermal
storage
options

Why is thermal storage needed?
• Output from some biomass boilers (especially from wood gasification boilers) is
often higher than current heating load. Excess heat needs to be temporarily
“parked” in storage.
• Allows the heating system to meet intermittent loads without firing
the boiler, improving performance and longevity.
• Prevents boiler short cycling during partial load conditions, (for both biomass
and auxiliary boiler). Cleaner burning / higher efficiency
• Supplements boiler output during a period of high demand.
• May act as a heat sink for residual heat during power outage.
• Able to capture residual heat at boiler shut-down.
• Can also provide mass to stabilize domestic hot water production.
• With proper piping, tank can serve as hydraulic separator in multiple circulator
systems.
• Can provide thermal storage for solar thermal input.

Water-based thermal storage options
1. unpressurized tanks
2. pressurized tanks
courtesy of American Solartechnics

courtesy of Hydroflex

courtesy of AHONA

Open (unpressurized) buffer tanks
Considerations:
• Water will evaporate - water level must be monitored
• Air space above water accommodates water expansion
• Many open tanks are “knock down” construction and are assembled on site
• Typically lower cost ($/gallon) than pressurized tanks
• Requires one or more heat exchangers to interface with boiler or distribution system
• May require water treatment to control biological slime growth (use Fernox)
• Must use stainless steel or bronze circulators to handle open system water

courtesy of American Solartechnics

courtesy of Hydroflex

Open (unpressurized) buffer tanks

images courtesy of Hydroflex

• Flow direction should produce counterflow heat exchange
• Use check valves to prevent thermosiphoning
check valves prevent
thermosiphoning

unpressurized
thermal storage tank

to / from!
heat
source

heat !
input !
coil

vent

air at
atmospheric
pressure

heat !
extraction !
coil

courtesy of Hydroflex

general direction of flow !
driven by natural convection!
in vicinity of vertical coil

Closed/pressurized thermal storage tanks

119 gallon (largest)
non-ASME

210 gallon
360 gallon available
ASME certified

350 gallon shown
built to order
ASME certified

courtesy of Caleffi North America

courtesy of Hydronic Specialty Supply

courtesy of Troy Boiler Works

Shop drawing of ASME thermal storage tanks

ASME (section VIII) certified thermal storage tanks are
generally required in public buildings, if volume ≥ 120 gallons.
from ASME (section VIII) code

Best advice: Contact
local code enforcement,
see what they require...

Large ASME (section VIII) certified storage tanks intended for
domestic water heating are not necessarily a good choice
for thermal storage in hydronic systems .

source: www.nilesst.com

The connections are usually not in the
right locations, or of the size needed for
hydronic systems (and good temperature
stratification).

Examples of medium capacity ASME thermal storage tanks

With 4+” of Spray
polyurethane insulation +
intumescent coating
Hydronic Specialty Supply
360 gallon, ASME
flat top & bottom
Hydronic Specialty Supply
210 gallon, ASME
flat top & bottom

All thermal storage tanks needs good insulation

Large pressurized storage requires larger expansion tanks

pressure-rated thermal
storage tank
expansion
tank

First pass estimate:
Expansion tank volume = 10% of thermal storage volume.
courtesy of Amtrol

Free online sizing tool:

http://www.calefactio.com/tank-sizing?heating

Stratification in thermal storage is DESIREABLE
Good temperature stratification preserves the
“quality” (Exergy)of the heat available from the tank.

120 ºF

110 ºF

110 ºF

100 ºF
!
well stratified!
thermal storage tank

!
fully mixed!
(poorly stratified)!
thermal storage tank

“2-pipe” versus “4-pipe buffer tank piping
heating!
load
heat!
source!
!
biomass!
boiler

thermal!
storage

heating!
load

heat!
source!
!
biomass!
boiler
to/from
heating load

from
heat
source

to
heating
load

from
heat
source

to
heat
source

from
heating
load

to
heat
source

4-pipe configuration

2-pipe configuration

thermal!
storage

“2-pipe” versus “4-pipe buffer tank piping
to/from
heating
load
8 gpm

8 gpm
air vent

from
heat
source
10 gpm

air vent

from
heat
source
10 gpm

2 gpm

2 gpm

2 gpm

to
heating
load
8 gpm

2 gpm

2 gpm
to
heat
source
10 gpm

8 gpm

2 gpm
to
heat
source
10 gpm

8 gpm

Thermal storage tank

Thermal storage tank

2-pipe configuration

4-pipe configuration

from
heating
load
8 gpm

Tanks designed for good stratification
• All ingoing or exiting flow should be horizontal.
8 gpm!
to load

• Flow into tank = flow from boiler
minus flow to load
• Lower flow velocities into & out
of tank enhance temperature
stratification.
• Allows rapid heat delivery to
load during recovery from
setback or startup.
• Keep load connections close to
tank, & use generous pipe sizing to
tank connections, which provides
hydraulic separation.

10 gpm!
from boiler

10 gpm!
to boiler

• Other side of tank can be connected
for on-demand DHW subassembly.

2 gpm!
to tank

2 gpm!
from tank

3

differential pressure (psi)

Preventing flow through unfired boiler

2.5
2
1.5
1
opening pressure setting

0.5
0
0

heating
load
motorized ball valve
opens when boiler
circulator is on

5

10
15
flow rate (gpm)

heating
load

air vent

PRV

differential
pressure valve
blocks flow both
directions

air vent

biomass
boiler
OFF

biomass
boiler
OFF

OFF
ensure no check valve
in pump or piping

anti-condensation details

anti-condensation details

PRV

OFF

2-pipe tank configuration

ensure no check valve
in pump or piping

2-pipe tank configuration

20

Design diffusers to access the full tank volume
air vent
& isolation valve

air vent
& isolation valve

internal diffuser plate

drain valve

?

internal plate
diffuser

flexible connectors

?

internal diffuser plate

internal plate
diffuser

drain valve

Baffle plate being
welded into tank
head & base shell
at Troy Boiler Works

500 gallon ASME tank with poor stratification
What’s wrong?

!
Do not route heat source flow into
a vertical top connection!
(unless tank has inlet flow diffuser)

OK

AVOID

!
Supply to load

!
internal flow jet

!
internal flow jet
flow diffuser

AVOID

!
Do not route return flow into a
vertical bottom connection!
(unless tank has inlet flow diffuser)

(a)

(b)

OK
Flow diffuser installed

(c)

Three, 600 gallon ASME tanks for storage in
pellet boiler system.

60 gpm

180 gpm

60 gpm

60 gpm

This piping will destroy
stratification within the tank(s)

Multiple Storage
Tank Arrays

Use of multiple smaller storage tanks.
Consider the surface to volume ratio:
For a 119 gallons tank w/ h/d=3, d=22.7”, h=68”
4 ( 39.3)
ft 2
⎛ S⎞
=
= 0.33
⎜⎝ ⎟⎠
2
2
V 4 x119 4 (119 )
gallon
For a 119 gallons tank w/ h/d=3, A= 5659in = 39.3 ft
For a 500 gallons tank w/ h/d=3, d=36.6”, h=109.8”
For a 500 gallons tank w/ h/d=3, A= 14728in2 = 102.3 ft2

102.3
ft 2
⎛ S⎞
= 0.205
⎜⎝ ⎟⎠ =
V 500 500
gallon

In this case, the 4 smaller (119 gallon) tanks have a S/V
ratio 61% higher than the 500 gallon tank.
This will significantly increase heat loss from the
storage system.

500 gallon

119 gallon

119 gallon

119 gallon

119 gallon

vs.

Piping to ensure balanced flow in multiple tanks

Reverse return piping with stepped header sizes
Be sure piping allows for tanks to be individually isolated
and removed if necessary.
stepped piping sizes
air vents

ball valves

A

unions

C

REVERSE
RETURN

D
drain valve

REVERSE
RETURN

stepped piping sizes

B

Piping to ensure balanced flow in multiple tanks
If direct return piping is used always install balancing valves
Be sure piping allows for tanks to be individually isolated and removed if necessary.

A

air vents

combination
flow metering
& balancing
valves

C
D
unions

drain valve

B

courtesy of Caleffi

Hybrid parallel / series tank piping

heating
load
close coupling

heat
heat
source
source

0.5 - 1 psi
forward opening resistance
check valve

close
coupling
detail

tank wall
tank insulation
tank jacket
2" steel pipe

Metraflex Style 201 coupling

Tank 2

Tank 1

Rated to 225 ºF / 75 psi
for pipe sizes 2” -12”

METRAFLEX Style 201 flexible coupling

Hybrid parallel / series tank piping with flanged tanks
from
boilers

to
system

air vent
& isolation valve

internal plate
diffuser

air vent
& isolation valve

internal plate
diffuser

flexible
connectors

flexible
connectors

internal plate
diffuser

drain valve

drain valve
to
boilers

from
system

Flow rate from biomass boiler to strorage
One undesirable situation that has been observed on several biomass boiler systems is excessively high
flow rate between the boiler and thermal storage. High flow rates entering the tank create mixing
currents that tend to break up temperature stratification, and reduce the temperature difference
between the top and bottom of the thermal storage tank.

⎡ Q ⎤
f =⎢
⎣ c × ∆ T ⎥⎦

Where:
f = boiler flow rate (gpm)
Q = rated boiler output (Btu/hr)
∆T = temperature rise across boiler (ºF)
c = 500 (for water), 479 (for 30% glycol), 450 (for 50% glycol)

For example, a boiler rated at 150,000 Btu/hr, and operating with a 30 ºF temperature rise (e.g., difference
between inlet and outlet temperature), in a water system, would require a flow rate of:

⎡ Q ⎤ ⎡ 150,000 ⎤
f =⎢
=⎢
= 10gpm
⎥
⎥
⎣ c × ∆ T ⎦ ⎣ 500 × 30 ⎦

Temperature
Stacking in Thermal
Storage Tanks

Pellet boiler controlled from single temperature
measurement with narrow differential

contacts
close @
160 ºF

Mid-height
temperature
controller
with narrow
differential

pellet boiler
"ON" condition

contacts
open @
175ºF

Mid-height
temperature
controller
with narrow
differential

pellet boiler
"OFF" condition

• Problem is exasperated by high temperature heat emitters
• Problem is exasperated by lack of outdoor reset for boiler “ON” criteria
• Tank is expensive wide spot in pipe, but can provide hydraulic separation

Thermocline movement in tank
Indicates relative energy flow between boiler and load.
to/from load

thermocline

from boiler

to boiler

to boiler

tank at rest. No flow from
boiler or to load

thermocline

thermocline

from boiler

to/from load

load extracting heat at
rate > rate of heat output
from boiler.
Thermocline moves up

load extracting heat at
rate < rate of heat output
from boiler.
Thermocline moves down

to / from pellet boiler(s)

The pellet fired boiler should be turned on before the hot water is depleted
from top of tank.

Sensor in vertical well detects
“arrival” of rising cooler water.
Turns on pellet fired boiler.
(S1)

pellet boiler
ON sensor

thermal storage tank

pellet boiler ON when
upper sensor temperature
≤ minimum setpoint

Temperature stacking

(S1)

pellet boiler
ON sensor

pellet boiler
OFF when
S2 ≥ 175 ºF

(S2)

thermal storage tank

pellet boiler
“start”condition

to / from pellet boiler(s)

to / from pellet boiler(s)

To lengthen pellet boiler on-cycle, keep it operating until a sensor in
lower portion of tank reaches some higher preset temperature.

(S1)

pellet boiler
ON sensor

pellet boiler
OFF when
S2 ≥ 175 ºF

(S2)

thermal storage tank

pellet boiler
“stop”condition

Temperature stacking (using 2 setpoint temperatures)

to / from pellet boiler(s)

tekmar 152: ($217)

(S1)

pellet boiler
ON sensor

pellet boiler
OFF when
S2 ≥ 175 ºF

(S2)

24 VAC

thermal storage tank

pellet fired boiler
T

T

(S1)

pellet boiler
ON sensor

pellet boiler
OFF when
S2 ≥ 175 ºF

(R2-2)
pellet
boiler
enable

(R2-1)

to / from pellet boiler(s)

tekmar 152
2-stage controller

stage 1

stage 2
(S2)

thermal storage tank

(R2)
(S1)
(S2)

stage 1 contacts:
close @ 105 ºF
open at 115 ºF
stage 2 contacts:
close @ 165 ºF
open at 175 ºF

200

200

190

190

pellet boiler stop

180
170
160

pellet boiler start

Low temperature
heat emitters
allows for wider
tank “draw down.”

150
140
130
120
110
100
90

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

Temperature cycling range of storage is high dependent on the type of heat
emitters used.
pellet boiler stop

180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110

pellet boiler start

100
90
80

80

70

70
70

60 50 40 30 20 10
outdoor temperature (ºF)

0

-10

• HIGH temperature heat emitters
• No outdoor reset control of
supply water temperature

70

60 50 40 30 20 10
outdoor temperature (ºF)

0

-10

mixing

• LOW temperature heat emitters
• No outdoor reset control of
supply water temperature

• High temperature heat emitters
• Temperature stacking (w/ upper & lower tank temp. sensors)
[setpoint control of both upper and lower temperatures]
200

T1

T2

boiler ON when
T1 = 160 ºF

T1

T2

boiler OFF when
T2 = 180 ºF

• High temperature heat emitters
• No outdoor reset control

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

190
pellet boiler stop

180
170
160

pellet boiler start

150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
70

60 50 40 30 20 10
outdoor temperature (ºF)

0

-10

• High temperature heat emitters
• Temperature stacking (w/ upper & lower tank temp. sensors
[outdoor reset for boiler start, setpoint temperature for boiler off ]
200

T2

boiler OFF when
T2 = 180 ºF

160
150
140
130
120

rt

T1

170

ta

T2

boiler ON based
on reset control

pellet boiler stop

180

pe
lle
tb
oi
ler
s

T1

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

190

110
100
90
80

• HIGH temperature heat emitters
• Outdoor reset of pellet boiler
start temperature

70
70

60

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)

-10

Temperature stacking (using 1
setpoint temperature and one
outdoor reset temperature)

24 VAC
pellet fired boiler

(S1)
(Soutdoor)

pellet
boiler
enable

(R2)

tekmar 150
setpoint controller

from boiler

outdoor
reset
controller

to boiler

(S3)

contacts
open @ Ttarget+5 ºF
close @ Ttarget-5 ºF

contacts:
close @ 165 ºF
open at 175 ºF

(S1)

pellet boiler
"OFF" setpoint
controller

tekmar 256
$150

Honeywell
L4006A2007
$74

T

(R2-2)

(S2)

pellet boiler
"OFF" sensor

(S2)

(R2-1)

to / from
load

outdoor
temperature
sensor

T

tekmar 256
reset controller

Johnson
A419
$59

Adding mixing (based on outdoor reset) between the thermal
storage tank and distribution system will smoothen heat
delivery and significantly improve comfort.
to/from
heat
source

design load condition
180 ºF @ 0 ºF outside

target supply water temperature (ºF)

190

mixing with 3-way motorized valve

170
150
130
110
90
70
70

60

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)

-10

variable
speed
injection
mixing

to/from heat source

• Low temperature heat emitters
• Heat stacking (outdoor reset for boiler start, setpoint for boiler off)
• Mixing control of distribution water temperature
200

T1

T2

boiler ON based
on reset control

T1

T2

boiler OFF when
T2 = 180 ºF

radiant
panel
heating

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

190
pellet boiler stop

180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100

st a
r
e
l
oi
tb
e
l
l
pe

90
80

rt

70

MIXING CONTROL
based on outdoor reset

70

60

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)

-10

A comparison of tank temperature cycling range
• High temperature heat emitters
• With outdoor reset control of
pellet boiler start temperature

• High temperature heat emitters
• No outdoor reset control
200

200

200

190

190

190

150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

pellet boiler start

160
150
140
130
120

rt

160

170

ta

170

pellet boiler stop

180

pe
lle
tb
oi
ler
s

pellet boiler stop

180

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

water temperature cycling range in thermal storage (ºF)

• Low temperature heat emitters
• With outdoor reset control of
pellet boiler start temperature
• Mixing of supply water
temperature required

110
100
90
80

70
60 50 40 30 20 10
outdoor temperature (ºF)

0

-10

170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100

ta
rs
oile
b
llet
pe

90
80

70
70

pellet boiler stop

180

rt

70
70

60

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)

-10

70

60

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)

mixing

OR
to/from
heat
source
mixing with 3-way motorized valve

-10

Control logic for heat stacking with combination of
pellet-fired boiler and auxiliary mod/con boiler.
L1 N

Aux. boiler only enabled when heating
demand is present.

?

?

?

?

PELLET
BOILER

mod/con boiler

(R2-1)

(P1)
24 VAC

to / from
load

enable
pellet
boiler

outdoor reset controller
2

from boiler

(R2-2)
pellet boiler
"OFF" sensor

outdoor
temperature
sensor

(S2)

3

1

(S1)
(S2)
4

(S4)

lower tank
(S3) setpoint

(R2)
closed when (S1) @ Ttarget-diff/2
open when (S1) @ Ttarget-diff/2

(S1)

outdoor
reset
controller

tekmar 150
1-stage controller

open when (S3) @ 175 ºF or above
closed when (S2) at 165 ºF or below

(S4)

to boiler

(S3)

pellet boiler
"OFF" setpoint
controller

contacts closed when (S4) is 115 ºF or less
contacts open when (S4) is 130 ºF or higher

heat
demand

aux boiler (TT)

Poor
temperature sensor
placement

Poor sensor placement or lack of insulation
Controllers can only react to what temperatures their sensors “feel.”
Solution: Surface mount sensors must be firmly attached, stay attached at
elevated temperatures, and be insulated from surrounding air temperature.

Correct

non-insulated surfaced mounted
temperature sensors
Some sensors have a concave
shape to fit OD of pipe.

Poor sensor placement or lack of insulation

Pipe-mounted
sensor with sealed
insulation jacket

CORRECT

Poor sensor placement or lack of insulation
Solution: When measuring the temperature within heat sources, or thermal
storage tanks, use a sensor well, and thermal grease.

sensors
in wells

Honeywell
121371B
$15-25

Simple way to built a sensor well
3/4" FTG x 3/8"C
reducer (3/4" side up)
3/4" dielectric union
zip tie (strain relief)

tank connection

Thermal grease
in syringe:
$7, eBay

sensor leads
3/8" copper tube

sensor
thermal paste
copper cap

Honeywell
121371B
$15-25

Pellet boiler “ON” signal from high tank sensor with
piping connections several inches below.
to / from
load

to / from boiler

pellet boiler
"ON" sensor

The problem: Stratification within
tank “preserves” hot water at top of
tank - around sensor - and fails to
fire boiler until water temperature
drops too low.
The Solution: Keep the upper
temperature sensor no more than
1” above the height of the upper
header.

Negative Energy Flow
(from storage to
biomass boiler)
&
how to prevent it

What is “Negative energy flow?”
Answer: Any condition that inadvertently transfers
heat from thermal storage to the biomass boiler.

convective heat
loss up flue

jacket
heat
loss

POSITIVE
energy
flow
biomass boiler

thermal storage tank

NEGATIVE
energy
flow
biomass boiler

thermal storage tank

Reverse thermosiphoning is one form of negative energy flow.
Heated water rises due to
reduced density.

to/from load

Cooler water descends
due to increased density.
If unimpeded, warm
water will flow out
of tank, through any
available path,
dissipate heat in
the process, and
flow back into lower
portion of tank.

boiler
+
piping
+
circulator(s)
+
valves

heat
dissipation

thermal storage tank

Use swing check valve to prevent reverse thermosiphoning.
Only use a SWING CHECK
valve here. Prevents reverse
thermosiphon flow, but allows
forward heat dump flow to
tank in power outage.

to/from load

Minimum 10 pipe
diameters of straight pipe

swing check valves have
virtually no resistance to
forward thermosiphon flow

swing
check

boiler
+
piping
+
circulator(s)
+
valves

thermal storage tank

preventing inadvertent
heat flow from
distribution system
into thermal storage

Think of the pellet boiler, combined with thermal storage
as a “heat source” device

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

tank
circulator

boiler
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

heated
water
output

HEAT
SOURCE

pellet
fuel
input

A typical “lead/lag” multiple boiler application
Boiler controller measures
supply water temperature at
sensor (S1), and compares it
to the “target” supply water
temperature.

outdoor temperature sensor

(S2)

purging / isolation valves (typ.)
spring check valve

"short/fat" headers

If temperature at (S1) is lower
than target temperature, one
boiler is fired.
Boiler controller then uses PID
logic to determine if more heat
input is need. If it is, the other
boiler is fired.
When all boilers are identical,
the boiler controller typically
“rotates” the firing order to
create about the same run time
for each boiler.
If boilers are different, one is
designated as the “fixed lead” boiler,
the other as the “lag” boiler.

multiple boiler controller

boiler #1

boiler #2
boiler staging rotation

supply water
temperature
sensor

(S1)
hydraulic
separator

load

It’s “intuitive” for designers to create systems where the biomass boiler is
treated as a “fixed lead” stage, and the auxiliary boiler is the “lag” stage.
multiple boiler controller (or BAS)
(S2)
outdoor temperature sensor

(P4)

hydraulic
separator
(P2)
(P3)

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

∆P valve

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

FIXED LEAD stage

auxiliary boiler

LAG stage

load

(S1)

Both piping schemes provide hydraulic separation of all circulators
If combined flow rate of tank circulator (P2) and aux
boiler circulator (P3) was greater than load flow rate
there is some mixing inside the hydraulic separator.
This would slightly increase return water
temperature to the lower tank connection, which
negatively impacts temperature stratification.

With this arrangement (and proper controls)
energy added by aux boiler can be kept out of
thermal storage. Assuming (P2) flow rate ≤
(P4) flow rate, the coolest water is returned to
the lower tank connection.
multiple boiler controller (or BAS)
outdoor temperature sensor

multiple boiler controller (or BAS)

closely
spaced
tees

closely
space
tees

(S2)
outdoor temperature sensor

from load
(P4)

(P4)

hydraulic
separator

load

(S1)

(P2)

(P2)
(P3)

∆P valve

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

FIXED LEAD stage

biomass
boiler
auxiliary boiler

LAG stage

anti-condensation details

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

(P3)

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

FIXED LEAD stage

auxiliary boiler

LAG stage

to load

The glitch…
A standard multiple boiler controller “doesn’t know” if the biomass
boiler is offline, due to a fault, or if the tank is cooler than the minimum
“useable” temperature of the distribution system.
The boiler controller only “understands” that
the fix lead stage is not creating the
necessary supply water temperature at (S1)
from load

multiple boiler controller (or BAS)
outdoor temperature sensor
(T256)

Heat produced by the auxiliary
boiler is inadvertently carried
into thermal storage,
increasing heat loss to
surrounding space.

(S1)
to load

The boiler controller turns on
stage 2, and keeps stage 1 on.
The result: The circulator
creating flow between the
tank and system remains on.

closely
spaced
tees

closely
space
tees

HEAT LOSS
ON

HEAT LOSS

(P2)

(P3)

thermal
storage
tank

biomass
boiler

OFF

(P1)
auxiliary boiler

HEAT LOSS

In a conventional multiple boiler system the added heat loss
created by flow of heated water through an unfired boiler while not desirable - doesn’t create substantial heat loss:
Most conventional boilers
use either sealed
combustion or have
automatic flue dampers that
close whenever the boiler is
off. NOT the case with
biomass boilers.
Most conventional
multiple boiler systems
do not have larger
thermal storage tanks.
Lots of added surface
area for heat loss.

4000 gallon thermal
storage tank
(before insulation)

1200 gallon thermal
storage tank

This really happens…
Ketchikan, AK new Public Library

This really happens…

500,000
Btu/hr pellet
boiler

700 gallon
thermal
storage tank

Electric
auxiliary
boiler

When visited in March 2017:
• pellet boiler had been off for about 1 month awaiting service
• tank-to-load circulator was running
• boiler-to-tank circulator off at service switch, but on at BAS output
• tank temperature about 145 ºF, all heat coming from electric aux boiler
• If boiler-to-tank circulator had not been manually switched off, 145 ºF
water would be circulating through boiler, creating jacket heat loss, and
convective air currents up flue (no flue dampers on pellet boilers).

The solution is a simple differential temperature controller
(or equivalent BAS functionality)

single stage outdoor reset controller (or BAS)
outdoor temperature sensor
differential
temperature
controller
(or BAS)

closely
space
tees

(S4)

Compare the temperature
at the upper tank header
(S3) to the return
temperature of the
distribution system (S4).

from load

(T156)

closely
spaced
tees

(S2)

IF (S3) ≥ (S4) + 5 ºF THEN (P2) is ON

(S3)

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

IF (S3) ≤ (S4) + 3 ºF, THEN (P2) is OFF

(S1)
to load

(P2)

Circulator (P2) (tank to
load) is only allowed to
run when the tank can
make a positive energy
contribution to the
system.

(T256)

(S3)
(P3)

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

FIXED LEAD stage

LAG stage
auxiliary boiler

LAG stage

Using two simple, inexpensive controllers to manage heat flow to load
single stage outdoor reset controller (or BAS)
outdoor temperature sensor
differential
temperature
controller
(or BAS)

(S4)

closely
space
tees

from load

(T156)

closely
spaced
tees

(S2)

(T256)

Circuitry to manage
heat input to
distribution system

(S1)
to load

L1

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

(S3)

(P2)

N

120 VAC

24 VAC

(S3)
(P3)

contact
closed when
any zone
demands heat

(T156)

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

FIXED LEAD stage

(T256)

(S3)

(S4)

differential
temperature
controller

(P2)

outdoor
reset
controller

(S1)

LAG stage
auxiliary boiler

LAG stage

(S2)

aux boiler high
limit controller
set to 180 ºF

T

normally open contact
closed if (S1) ≤ Ttarget-0.5*DIFF1
open if (S1)≥Ttarget+0.5*DIFF1
normally open contact
closed if (S3) ≥ (S4)+5 ºF
open if (S3) ≤ (S4) + 3 ºF

(P3)

T
aux boiler
burner

Using two simple, inexpensive controllers to manage heat flow to load
single stage outdoor reset controller (or BAS)
outdoor temperature sensor
differential
temperature
controller
(or BAS)

(S4)

closely
space
tees

from load

(T156)

closely
spaced
tees

(S2)

Circuitry to manage
heat input to
distribution system

(T256)

(S1)
to load
L1

N

120 VAC

24 VAC

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

(S3)

(P2)

contact
closed when
any zone
demands heat

(S3)

(T156)

differential
temperature
controller

(P3)

(T256)

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

FIXED LEAD stage

(S3)

(S4)

(P2)

outdoor
reset
controller

(S1)

LAG stage
auxiliary boiler

LAG stage

(S2)

aux boiler high
limit controller
set to 180 ºF

T

normally open contact
closed if (S1) ≤ Ttarget-0.5*DIFF1
open if (S1)≥Ttarget+0.5*DIFF1

(P3)

T
aux boiler
burner

normally open contact
closed if (S3) ≥ (S4)+5 ºF
open if (S3) ≤ (S4) + 3 ºF

• The auxiliary boiler cannot operate until the supply water temperature
to heating load is slightly below minimum supply temperature
determined based on outdoor reset control settings.
• The tank circulator (P2) is only allowed to run when the tank can
make a positive energy contribution to the system.

Sizing thermal
storage

Sizing the storage tank for a modulating pellet fuel boiler
European recommendations: 1-2 gallons of buffer tank storage per 1,000 Btu/hr of boiler capacity.

NYSERDA requires 2 gallons of buffer tank storage per 1,000 Btu/hr of boiler capacity.

The requirement for water-side thermal storage is also partially determined by
the thermal mass and zoning of the heating distribution system.
High thermal mass + minimal zoning = minimal need for water-side
thermal storage
Low thermal mass + extensive zoning = maximum need for water-side
thermal storage
This topic is being researched, and the results should lead to more specific
guidance on thermal storage in the near future.

Sizing
considerations
for biomass
boilers

Impact of biomass boiler oversizing
Increased footprint requirements within limited boiler room space. (May require
separate building to house boiler).
Significant capital cost premium for boiler.
Increased capital cost premium for fuel moving components.
Increased capital cost premium for flue gas treatment if necessary.
Excess hours under idle or low part‐load operating conditions.
Efficiency penalty due to increased thermal mass re: start‐up for morning heat during
Fall/Spring shoulder seasons.
Increased emissions due to lower average flame temperature during part‐load
conditions.

Source: Technical and Economic Sizing Considerations for Commercial and Industrial Wood‐fired Boiler Systems “Small can be beautiful”,
Ray Albrecht, P.E. 2012, http://nebiomassheat.com/pdfs/2012/keyPrinciples/albrecht_boiler.pdf

Sizing a
pellet-fired boiler
(in combination with an auxiliary boiler)

For good thermal and emissions performance, a pellet-fired boiler
should operate over long cycles relative to their warm up time.

Consider partial load analysis:
800

outdoor air temperature bins for Syracuse, NY

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

-20 to -15
-15 to -10
-10 to -5
-5 to 0
0 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15 to 20
20 to 25
25 to 30
30 to 35
35 to 40
40 to 45
45 to 50
50 to 55
55 to 60
60 to 65
65 to 70

elapsed time (hours)

In situations where an
existing boiler is present,
or a new “auxiliary boiler”
will be used, do not size
the pellet-fired boiler to
full design load.

outdoor air temperature bins (ºF)

140

140

120

120
design load = 100,000 Btu/hr

100
80
60
40

This area represents 100% of
the heating energy required for
the heating season.

20
0

heating load (1000 Btu/hr)

heating load (1000 Btu/hr)

Partial load analysis:
this area presents heat!
from auxiliary source

design load = 100,000 Btu/hr

100

boiler sized for!
50% of design load

80
60
40

This area represents 84.2% of
the heating energy required for
the heating season.

20
0

0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
hours load ≥ load on vertical axis (hours)

0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
hours load ≥ load on vertical axis (hours)

Boiler sized @ 50% of design load provides about 84% of seasonal space heating energy.
Boiler sized @ 60% of design load provides about 90% of seasonal space heating energy.
Boiler sized @ 75% of design load provides about 96% of seasonal space heating energy.

Partial load analysis:
16% of the seasonal space
heating energy required supplied
by auxilliary mod/con boiler.

140

heating
load (1000
Btu/hr)
%
of design
heating
load

120
design load

100

auxiliary mod/con boiler !
sized for 50% !
of design load

80
60
40
84% of the seasonal space
heating energy required
supplied by pellet-fired boiler.

20
0
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
hours load ≥ load on vertical axis (hours)

pellet boiler sized for!
50% of design load

Using Existing
Underground Piping

Using existing underground piping

1” PEX

With few exceptions, the insulated underground piping
installed for outdoor furnaces is 1” PEX
This existing piping should be evaluated if it is being
considered for carrying heat from a new biomass
boiler.
For a nominal working temperature drop of 20ºF, the
piping and circulator(s) should provide 1 gallon per
minute (gpm) of water flow per 10,000 Btu/hr of
rated biomass boiler capacity.
Head loss for 1” PEX carrying 150ºF water

1” PEX

1” PEX

⎛ Ltotal ⎞
1.75
HL = ⎜
0.2034
f
(
)
⎝ 100 ⎟⎠
HL = head loss (feet)
Ltotal = round trip circuit length (feet)
f = flow rate (gpm)

You’ve got to
be kidding!

Using existing underground piping
Example: Find the head loss of a 1” PEX circuit with a total
length of 350 feet, and carrying water at 10 gpm.
1.75
⎛ Ltotal ⎞
⎛ 350 ⎞
1.75
HL = ⎜
( 0.2034 ) f = ⎜⎝ ⎟⎠ ( 0.2034 )[10 ] = 40 feet
⎝ 100 ⎟⎠
100
This circulator could work

Now - select a circulator that
can produce at about 10 gpm
at 40 feet of head.

60
50
40
head (feet)

published pump curves for
Grundfos UPS 26-150

This circulator is TOO SMALL
flow / head required

30
20
10
0
0

5

10
15
flow rate (gpm)

20

25

Using existing underground piping
When the head requirement is high, it’s often best to use two
circulators in “close coupled” series arrangement.

60

NOTE: 2 circulators in series
will NOT double the flow rate
in the circuit.

50
40
head (feet)

The pump curve for 2 circulators
in series is found by doubling the
head at each flow rate.

30
20
10
0
0

5

10

15 20 25 30
flow rate (gpm)

35

40

Using existing underground piping
The flow in any given circuit is found at the intersection
of the pump curve and circuit head loss curve…
Grundfos UPS 26-99

1, UPS 26-150 (speed 3)
1, UPS 26-99 (speed 3)

200

500’x1” PEX

feet of head (loss or gain) ft

180
160

400’x1” PEX

140
120

300’x1” PEX

100
80

200’x1” PEX

60
40

100’x1” PEX

20
0
0

2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20
flow rate (gpm)

circulator
selections

total length of 1” PEX circuit (ft)

1, UPS 15-58 (speed 3)
2, UPS 26-99 (speed 3) in SERIES

Grundfos UPS 26-150

2 circulators in
“close-coupled”
series. Double
the head at
each flow rate.

Boiler Protection
Considerations

Boiler protection:
• Against low entering water temperature
• Against overheating during power failure
heat dump!
(active during power failure)
!
normally-open!
zone valve!
(opens during!
power failure)

blower!
off

to load

from load

wood-fired boiler

creosote

It’s necessary to protect wood-fired boilers
from low entering water temperatures.

This can be done several ways:
1. Thermostatic bypass valve
2. Loading units (circulator + valve)
3. Variable speed shuttle pump
4. On/off “toggled” circulators

image courtesy of Mark Odell

(a)
bypass

Thermostatic bypass valves

no flow
to load

closed

boiler!
circulator

no flow
from load
anti-condensation!
mixing valve

wood-fired boiler

(b)

bypass

to load

hot inlet!
from boiler

boiler!
circulator

from load
anti-condensation!
mixing valve

wood-fired boiler

(c)
to load

mixed return!
to boiler

no flow
through!
bypass

cool return
from system

boiler!
circulator

wood-fired boiler

closed
from load
anti-condensation!
mixing valve

bypass

Loading units
(thermostatic mixing valve + circulator + flapper valve)

Images courtesy of Caleffi

loading unit
wood-fired boiler

Loading units
(thermostatic mixing valve + circulator + flapper valve)

Video courtesy of LK Armatur

www.precisionheating.ie

MODULE 2: Wood Gasification Boilers

air vent

Loading units
system!
supply

swing!
check
reduced!
fire
OFF
OFF

system!
return

loading!
unit

wood-fired boiler

buffer tank

circulator is off

normally closed check valve!
opens due to bouyancy forces!
to allow thermosyphon flow

load

Variable speed shuttle pump
The variable speed circulator
slows down if the setpoint at
boiler inlet drops below a
setpoint ( typically 130ºF).

∆P
valve

N.O. zone valve
(open on power outage)

Taco VT2218
temperature
controlled circulator
biomass
boiler

boiler
circulator

closely
spaced
tees

temperature
sensor

variable speed shuttle circulator

3-way motorized mixing valve supplied with & controlled by
EVO WORLD boiler

!
spring return!
to open!
@ power off

swing!
check

(P1)

proportional!
controller

pellet-fired boiler

thermal storage tank

A 12.8 MMBtu/hr wood chip boiler
($2,300,000 installation), without a mixing
device to regulate inlet water temperature.

Notice the signs of flue gas condensation on rear boiler plate.

Low temperature /
hydronic
heat emitters

Water temperature ranges for various hydronic heat emitters
• The heat output of any heat emitter always drops with decreasing water temperature.
• There is always some output provided the supply water temperature is above the
room air temperature.
• There is always a trade off between the total surface area of the heat emitters in the
system, and the supply water temperature required to meet the heating load.
• More heat emitter area always lowers the required supply water temperature.
120 ºF, suggested maximum supply water temperature for modern systems
traditional cast-iron radiators

NOT RECOMMENDED

traditional fin-tube baseboard
fan-coils
panel radiators
ceiling heating
wall heating
underfloor tube&plate
above floor tube&plate
thin slab
covered heated slab
floor heating (bare slab)

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

• Don’t feel constrained to select heat emitters based on traditional supply water
temperatures…

What kind of heat emitters should be used in combination with wood
gasification or pellet boilers?
• They should operate at low supply water
temperatures to allow maximum “draw down” on
thermal storage.

Max suggested supply water temperature
@ design load = 120 ºF
Low temperature hydronic distribution systems also help
“future proof” the system for use with heat sources are
likely to thrive on low water temperatures.

Don’t do this with ANY hydronic heat source!

Heat transfer between the water and the upper floor surface is severely restricted!

Don’t do this with ANY hydronic heat source!

Heat transfer between the water and the upper floor surface is severely restricted!

Slab-on-grade floor heating

Most CONVENTIONAL fin-tube baseboard has been sized around boiler
temperatures of 160 to 200 ºF. Much too high for good thermal
performance of low temperature hydronic heat sources.

Could add fin-tube length based on
lower water temperatures. BUT...
Fin-tube output at 120 ºF is only
about 30% of its output at 200ºF

Hydronic heat emitters options for low energy use houses
Some low- temperature baseboard is now available

Images courtesy Emerson Swan

Panel Radiators

Adjust heat output for operation at lower water temperatures.

As an approximation, a panel radiator operating with
an average water temperature of 110 ºF in a room
room maintained at 68 ºF, provides approximately 27
percent of the heat output it yields at an average water
temperature of 180 ºF.

Fan-assisted Panel Radiators
The “NEO”, from Runtal North America

Images courtesy Runtal

8 tube high x 31.5” wide produces 2095 Btu/hr at
average water temperature of 104 ºF in 68ºF room
8 tube high x 59” wide produces 5732 Btu/hr at average
water temperature of 104 ºF in 68ºF room

Site built radiant CEILINGS…

Thermal image of radiant ceiling in operation

Heat output formula:

q = 0.71× (Twater − Troom )
Where:
Q = heat output of ceiling (Btu/hr/ft2)
Twater = average water temperature in panel (ºF)
Troom = room air temperature (ºF)

Site built radiant CEILINGS…

Site built radiant CEILINGS…

Site built radiant WALLS…

Site built radiant WALLS…

• completely out of sight
• low mass -fast response
• reasonable output at low water temperatures
• stronger than conventional drywall over studs
• don’t block with furniture

Heat output formula:

q = 0.8 × (Twater − Troom )
Where:
Q = heat output of wall (Btu/hr/ft2)
Twater = average water temperature in panel (ºF)
Troom = room air temperature (ºF)

Mixing assemblies
between “hot” tank
and lower temperature
distribution system

Don’t allow potentially hot water from thermal storage to go
directly to a low temperature (radiant panel) distribution system
low temperature
heat emitters

Mixing with 3-way motorized valves

biomass boiler &
anti-condensation control

3-way motorized valve
(combined with 2-pipe tank
configuration)

outdoor temperature sensor
(if outdoor reset is used)
supply
temperature
sensor

low temperature
heat emitters

3-way motorized valve
(combined with 4-pipe tank
configuration)
spring-check valve
purge valve

Don’t allow potentially hot water from thermal storage to go
directly to a low temperature (radiant panel) distribution system
Variable speed injection mixing
injection mixing (combined with
2-pipe tank configuration)

closely space tees

low temperature
heat emitters
purge
valve

mixing
controller

air vent

variable speed
injection
pump

biomass boiler &
anti-condensation control

outdoor
temperature
sensor
(if outdoor reset
is used)

outdoor temperature sensor
(if outdoor reset is used)
variable speed
injection
pump
mixing
controller

purge
valve

supply
temperature
sensor

low temperature
heat emitters

injection mixing (combined with
4-pipe tank configuration)

Pellet boiler delivering
heat to forced air
distribution system

Pellet boiler delivering heat to forced air distribution system
temperature sensor

• Variable speed flow to
plenum coil to regulate
leaving air temperature.

circulator speed controller
variable speed circulator

(P1)
water-to-air
coil

• Do NOT install water-to-air
heat exchanger coil on
furnace inlet.
Overheats furnace blower
motor - voids warranty.

plenum

biomass
boiler

furnace

expansion
tank

return air

air filter

blower

anti-condensation details

• Be sure the furnace
blower delivers sufficient
static pressure to handle
the added resistance of
the plenum coil.

supply
air

Pellet boiler delivering heat to forced air distribution system
supply
air

• Separate air handler to
avoid overloading blower in
existing furnace equipped
with cooling coil

temperature
sensor
motorized dampers

• Variable speed flow to
plenum coil to regulate
leaving air temperature.

open

closed

circulator speed controller

air handler

variable speed circulator

(P1)

• Motorized dampers (spring
return) operate based on
which blower is on.

"A" coil for
cooling

filter

biomass
boiler

filter

return air

anti-condensation details

blower

furnace

expansion
tank

Retrofitting existing
high water temperature
distribution systems for
lower water
temperature operation

Retrofitting existing high temperature distribution systems
Increasing the total surface area of the heat emitters lowers the water temperature at
which a given rate of heat deliver can occur.
180 ºF

20,000 Btu/hr
(released from water)

31 ft baseboard

20,000 Btu/hr added to water
heat source

The greater the linear
footage of baseboard,
the lower the supply
water temperature
requirement.

(a)
120 ºF

20,000 Btu/hr (released from water)

111 ft baseboard

20,000 Btu/hr added to water
heat source

(b)

Retrofitting existing high temperature distribution systems
Increasing the total surface area of the heat emitters lowers the water temperature at
which a given rate of heat deliver can occur.

The greater the total surface
area of the radiators, the lower
the supply water temperature
requirement.

Retrofitting existing high temperature distribution systems
In retrofit applications the existing heat emitters and distribution system are likely to be
sized based on relatively high supply water temperatures (180-200 ºF) at design load
conditions.
180-200 ºF

Auxiliary
boiler
Existing (series-connected) fin-tube baseboard
distribution system. Likely designed around
high supply water temperatures (180 - 200 ºF)
Existing oil-fired boiler

It’s also likely that fin-tube baseboard will be connected in one or more series circuits as
shown.
Although a biomass boiler can produce these temperatures, the thermal storage tank
becomes ineffective if it cannot cycle over a reasonable range of temperature.

Retrofitting existing high temperature distribution systems
1. Lowering the supply water temperature at which the distribution system can deliver
design load allows more heat to be “drained” from storage. This results in longer boiler
operating cycles.
EXISTING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

2. Parallel piping of heat
emitters is preferred over
series piping because is
eliminates sequential
temperature drop from one
heat emitter to another.

existing series circuit

MODIFIED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
existing baseboard

3. Parallel piping also
allows for easier zoning
and flow balancing.

existing baseboard

added baseboard

added baseboard
added panel rad.

4. Likely easier to
“morph” distribution
system from series
to parallel using
homerun circuits of
1/2” PEX or PEX-ALPEX.

1/2" PEX pr PEX-AL-PEX
tubing (typical)
manifold
station

added panel rad.

Retrofitting existing high temperature distribution systems
1. Using non-electric thermostatic radiator valves.

MODIFIED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
TRV

existing baseboard

added baseboard

TRV
existing baseboard

added baseboard

TRV
added panel rad.
TRV

pressure
regulated
circulator

manifold
station

1/2" PEX pr PEX-AL-PEX
tubing (typical)

added
panel
radiator

Retrofitting existing high temperature distribution systems
1. Using 24 VAC manifold valve actuators.
thermostats

MODIFIED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
existing baseboard

existing baseboard

pressure
regulated
circulator

manifold
station

manifold valve actuators

added baseboard

added baseboard

1/2" PEX pr PEX-AL-PEX
tubing (typical)

added
panel
radiator

added
panel
radiator

Homerun systems allow several methods of zoning.
One approach is to install
valved manifolds equipped
with low voltage valve
actuators on each circuit.

Another approach is to
install a thermostatic
radiator valve (TRV) on
each heat emitter.

thermostatic radiator valves are easy to use...
manual setback

dog reset control

dogs are
“thermally
discriminating.”

Lessons
Learned

Domestic Water
Heating + space
heating from pellet
boiler system

Should DHW be provide by the pellet boiler
that supplies space heating?
Arguments FOR doing this:
1. heat created from pellets is significantly lower cost in $/MMBtu compared to
conventional fuel options.
2. DHW load is significant % of total heating energy use in building.
3. There is no other DHW energy source (or electricity is very expensive)

Arguments AGAINST doing this:
1. Don’t want to keep pellet boiler and thermal storage active during non-heating season.
2. Fuel cost difference between pellets and other fuel options is low.
3. DHW load is relatively small, and could cause pellet boiler to short cycle
4. Don’t know how to do it.

Instantaneous
DHW
subassembly

Instantaneous DHW subassembly
• Leverages the thermal mass for
stabilizing DHW delivery.

circulator with
check valve
circulator with
check valve

• Brazed plate heat exchanger
provides very fast response (1-2
seconds)

to / from heat source(s)

electric
tankless!
water
heater
!
mixing
valve

to / from!
other loads

hot
water
cold
water

flow switch
storage tank!
(with varying temperature)

HX flushing valves
swing check valve
stainless steel !
heat exchanger

• Fully serviceable heat
exchanger (unlike an internal coil
heat exchanger) Can be
cleaned or replaced if necessary.
• Predictable heat exchanger
performance
• Very little heated domestic
water is stored (reducing
potential for Legionella
growth).
• Very low wattage circulator
needed on primary side of
heat exchanger

Thermostatically controlled electric tankless water heaters
12KW unit, 50Amp / 240VAC
Image
courtesy
Eemax

element enclosure

overtemp switch

contactor

outlet!
temperature !
sensor

ETWH

heating!
element
controls

240VAC input

240 VAC !
electrical supply

flow !
sensor

relay coil contacts

inlet!
temperature !
sensor

setpoint adjustment
electronics (PCB)

PRV

COLD in

cold
water

flow switch
HOT out

hot
water

isolation &!
flushing valves

Instantaneous DHW subassembly

Images courtesy
GEA FlatPlate

3”x5”

5”x12”
Brazed plate stainless steel heat exchangers are widely available.
They have very high ratio of surface area to volume.
Response time to quasi steady state = 1 to 2 seconds
Response time of this subassembly is likely under 5 seconds.
(assuming short, insulated piping b/w HX and storage tank)

5”x20”

Sizing the brazed plate heat exchanger
Suggest a maximum approach temperature difference of 10 ºF under max.
anticipated water demand, and minimum preheat inlet temperature.
maximum suggested!
approach temperature!
difference

FG5x12-30
5” wide x12” long -30 plates

<= 10 ºF

http://flatplateselect.com
from!
storage!
tank

domestic
water

Images courtesy
GEA FlatPlate

Instantaneous DHW subassembly piping
Using it with unpressurized thermal storage
no vents or valves in "gooseneck" piping

vent

electric
tankless!
water
heater

!
air space

!
mixing
valve

hot water

insulate all piping

cold water

stainless
steel
circulator
keep circulator low to
increase static pressure

double purge valve

Using extra terminal on ETWH contactor to operate circulator
This eliminates the need for the flow switch.
Contactor inside Eemax EX012240T
extra terminal on coil
circuit of contactor
thermostatically!
controlled ETWH

120
VAC

relay!
240 VAC coil!
in junction box
2

9

8

1

3

A

7

240 VAC !
electrical supply

5
4

6

B

storage to!
HX circulator
N
PRV

Some ETWH have a safety switch that cannot be set higher than 140 ºF.
This could cause automatic shut down of the ETWH

from
storage

Solution:Add 2nd
thermostatic valve if
the high limit switch
can’t be set higher
than 140 ºF.

thermostatically
controlled!
tankless electric!
water heater

set for 130 ºF
set for max 120 ºF
DHW
return to
storage

flow switch
insulated piping

cold
water

Adding recirculation and anti-Legionella details…
bathroom group #1

point-of-use
instantaneous
water heater

to / from
space heating

DHW

DHW

(HX1)

check
valve

CW

CW

ASSE 1070
valve

ASSE 1070
valve

ASSE 1070
valve

SS
recirculation
circulator

(PR)
CW

DHW

CW

T&PRV

(P1)

to / from renewable heat source

bathroom group #2
Anti-Legionella
thermal sterilization
tankless heater

high efficiency
circulator

thermal
storage
tank

kitchen

insulated recirculation loop

Adding “on-demand” DHW to pellet boiler system
supply temp. sensor

Domestic water heated
using heat drawn from
thermal storage tank.

zone returns

zone supplies

variable
speed
circulator

(S1)
max approach
temp. difference
= 5 ºF

Tin = Ttank/min.

from top of
thermal storage
(at lowest tank
temperature)

(P1)

Tout = (Ttank/min. − 5º F )

sensor (S3)
SS heat exchanger
isolation /
flushing valves

DHW out

thermostatic
mixing valve
cold water in
brazed plate
stainless steel
heat exchanger

Auxiliary boiler maintains
a minimum temperature
at top of thermal storage
if pellet boiler cannot.

biomass
boiler

DHW

anti-condensation details

return to
thermal storage

(P2)

cold
water

Auxiliary
boiler

flow
switch

(OB)

existing boiler

expansion
tank

Adding indirect DHW tank to pellet boiler system
supply temp. sensor
zone returns

(S1)

Only the hottest water at
top of tank is circulated
through coil of indirect
water heater.

In summer mode,
auxiliary boiler provides
heat to indirect tank
without heating main
thermal storage tank.

(P1)
(P3)

DHW
CW

(S3)

biomass
boiler

ASSE 1017
anti-scald
mixing valve

this circulator
OFF in summer

winter

anti-condensation details

In winter mode, boiler
maintains a minimum
temperature at top of
thermal storage if pellet
boiler cannot.

zone supplies

variable
speed
circulator

summer

Summer/winter mode
allows pellet boiler to be
off in summer.

indirect water heater

(P2)

Auxiliary
boiler
(OB)

existing boiler
expansion
tank

Another option (when existing boiler is well oversized and short cycling)
space heating zones

Install 3-way diverter valve to route aux boiler output direct to indirect DHW tank
(summer), or into top of thermal storage tank (during heating season).

anti-scald
thermostatic
mixing valve

(P3)

space heating
zone returns

(P4)

3-way diverter valve

A port open when valve is powered (summer)
B port open when valve is not powered (winter)

(P5)
(P6)

DHW return
A

AB

B

(P2)

high
limit

sensor

swing
check
valve

pellet boiler
"ON" sensor
(S1) in well

tekmar
T261
119 gallon
thermal
storage
tank

pellet boiler
"OFF" sensor
(S3) in well

thermal storage tank

spring
loaded
check valve

GROSSLY OVERSIZED
EXISTING oil-fired boiler

cold water

to / from pellet boiler

outdoor
(S2)
temperature
sensor

1" copper

indirect water heater

Uses 2-stage tekmar controller
to monitor upper storage tank
temperature. Pellet boiler is
stage 1 source, aux boiler is
stage 2. Also use temperature
stacking logic in thermal
storage tank.

LWCO

exp.
tank
15 gallon
minimum

Another option (when existing boiler is well oversized and short cycling)

space heating zones

summer/winter switch:
(shown in summer position)
in summer mode:
1. removes heat demand from tekmar 261
2. energizes 3-way diverter valve
3. connects (XX) of relay center directly to (TT) on oil boiler
in winter mode:
1. removes power from diverter valve
2. puts tekmar 261 is perpetual heat demand to operate pellet
boiler as normal
3. Only allow oil boiler to fire on stage 2 from tekmar 261,
and only when there is a heat demand from one of the 4 load circuits

anti-scald
thermostatic
mixing valve

(P3)

space heating
zone returns

(P4)

3-way diverter valve

Caleffi Z300737, 1.25" 3-way valve
with Z111000 24 VAC actuator

A port open when valve is powered (summer)
B port open when valve is not powered (winter)

(P5)

DHW return
A

LWCO
AB

B

(P2)

high
limit

sensor

swing
check
valve

pellet boiler
"ON" sensor
(S1) in well

tekmar
T261
119 gallon
thermal
storage
tank

spring
loaded
check valve

(R1-1)

2-stage outdoor reset
controller
(Tekmar 261)
3

winter

4

setpoint demand
GROSSLY OVERSIZED
EXISTING oil-fired boiler

heating demand

cold water

to / from pellet boiler

outdoor
(S2)
temperature
sensor

1" copper

indirect water heater

1
11

summer
3PDT
switch

2

thermal storage tank

exp.
tank
15 gallon
minimum

upper
tank
sensor
outdoor
sensor

9

(S1)
(S2)

PELLET
BOILER

(R2-1)

(P1)

XX terminals in
zone relay panel

L1 N

12

(X X)

boiler stage 2
pellet boiler
"OFF" sensor
(S3) in well

L1 N

pellet boiler
demand fire
terminals

24 VAC

(P6)

10

boiler stage 1

C1
T

C2

T

OIL BOILER

(R2)

set high limit no
higher than 180ºF

(R2-2)

(P2)
(Johnson A419)

temperature
setpoint controller

indirect
tank aquastat
(set to 120 ºF)

(MZRC)
(S3)
lower
tank
sensor

contact closed If (S3) ≤ 165 ºF
contact open if (S3) ≥ 170 ºF

Relay R1: Grainger 5X841 (120VAC coil) in 5X853 socket
Relay R2: Grainger 5X840 (24VAC coil) in 5X853 socket

grainger
2TPD3
switch

multi-zone
realy center

L

N

(R1)

connect all wires to
switch with insulated
quick connect
terminals
DHW (P6)
(indirect tank coil)
circulator

System Examples
(putting the pieces
together)

Think of the biomass boiler + storage as a heat source

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

tank
circulator

boiler
circulator

heated
water
output

HEAT
SOURCE

pellet
fuel
input

biomass boiler + thermal storage tank "heat source"

Heat can be supplied from boiler &/or tank when needed

System layout
from load

closely
spaced
tees

closely
space
tees

to load
(P4)

normally open
zone valve (opens
on power outage)

purge valve
check valve
(P2)

∆P valve

PRV

PRV

purge valve

biomass
boiler

anti-condensation details

(P3)

thermal
storage
tank

boiler (P1)
circulator
biomass boiler + storage "heat source"

auxiliary boiler

The distribution system can take many forms
heating load

radiant
panel(s)

(P4)

to / from
biomass
boiler
+ storage

to / from
existing /
auxiliary
boiler

variable
speed
injection
circulator

injection
controller

zone valves
zone returns

purge
valves

to / from
biomass
boiler
+ storage

variable speed
circulator

zone supplies
to / from
biomass
boiler
+ storage

to / from
existing /
auxiliary
boiler

to / from
existing /
auxiliary
boiler

radiant
panel(s)

zone supplies

mixing
valve

zone circulators
zone returns

purge
valves
to / from
biomass
boiler
+ storage
to / from
biomass
boiler
+ storage

to / from
existing /
auxiliary
boiler

to / from
existing /
auxiliary
boiler

If distribution system can operate at low temperature
remember to protect “conventional” boiler from sustained
closely
flue gas condensation
spaced
tees

distribution
system
anti-condensation
mixing valve with
high Cv. Minimum
setting = 130 ºF

boiler
circulator

existing boiler

System #1 (space heating w/ pellet boiler + Aux boiler
• Pellet boiler turned on and off by
two tank sensors.

high-temperature heat emitters
(can handle design load with average supply water temp. = 180 ºF)

• ∆T control allows pellet boiler /
tank to add heat when 5 ºF warmer
than distribution return temp.

(ZP3)

thermostatic mixing valve with
high Cv. Minimum setting = 130 ºF
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water
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loading
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differential
motorized ball valve
temperature
(closes when loading unit is off)
controller

• Aux boiler protected from flue gas
condensation allowing low supply
water temps.

(S1)
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spaced
tees

closely
spaced
tees

(S2)

• Outdoor reset control brings on
aux. boiler when supply temp. is 10
ºF below target supply temp.

(T256-1)

(ZP1)

outdoor
sensor

pellet boiler
OFF sensor

expansion
tank

zone thermostats

(T1)

System #1

(T2)

(T3)
L1

multi-zone
relay center

• 180 ºF supply water at 0 ºF outdoor
temperature (design condition).

(X X)

zone 1

L N

N

main switch
L

system
pump

120 VAC

L N
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L N

(MS)
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L N

N
normally open zone valve

• Simple, inexpensive controllers.

(P2)

(ZV1)

120/24 VAC control transformer

(ZP1) (ZP2) (ZP3)
zone circulators

(X1)

• Takes advantage of lowest possible
storage tank temperatures during
partial load conditions.

24 VAC

(T156)
(S3)
(S4)

• Aux boiler activates whenever supply
water temperature is 10 ºF below
target temperature. (adjustable).

(T256-1)
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contacts in T256-2 controller close
target supply temperature for T256-1 and T256-2
contacts in T256-2 controller open
contacts in T256-1 controller open
contacts in T256-1 controller close

target supply water temperature (ºF)

(LWCO2) service

T aux T
boiler
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switch
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target for (T256-1)
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boiler
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(P1)
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outdoor temperature (ºF)
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(T150)

switch
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(T256-2)

upper
tank
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90
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(PBES)

pellet boiler firing
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T

T

pellet boiler
enable switch

outdoor
sensor
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(S1)

N

(S7)

lower
tank
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contact closed If (S5) ≤ 165 ºF
contact open if (S5) ≥ 175 ºF

System #1

Please read through this later....

Description of operation:
Power Supply: 120 VAC power for the pellet boiler is supplied from a dedicated circuit. The service switch for the pellet boiler must be closed, and the low water cutoff
(LWCO1) must detect water for the pellet boiler to operate.
120 VAC power for the auxiliary boiler is supplied from a dedicated circuit. The service switch for the auxiliary boiler must be closed, and the low water cutoff (LWCO2) must
detect water for the auxiliary boiler to operate.
Power for the zone circulators (ZP1, ZP2, ZP3), 24 VAC transformer, normally open zone valve (ZV1), and controllers (T156), (T256-1), (T256-2), and (T150) is supplied
through another 120 VAC dedicated circuit. The main switch (MS) for this circuit must be closed for these devices to operate.
Pellet Boiler Operation: The pellet boiler enable switch must be closed for the pellet boiler to operate. This switch would typically be closed at the start of the heating season
and opened at the end of the heating season. The pellet boiler is turned on by an outdoor reset controller (T256-2). The (T256-2) controller measures the outdoor temperature
at sensor (S5), and uses this temperature along with its settings to determine the “target” temperature at the upper tank sensor (S6) at which the pellet boiler will be turned on.
The target temperature for this controller is shown on the graph in figure 8-1c. When the temperature at the upper tank sensor (S6) drops to 4 ºF below the target temperature,
the normally open contacts in the (T256-2) controller close. This passes 24 VAC to the coil of relay (R2). Relay contact (R2-1) closes across the external demand terminal of
the pellet boiler. The pellet boiler turns on loading unit circulator (P1) and initiates its start up sequence. Motorized ball valve (MBV1) opens to allow flow between the pellet
boiler and thermal storage tank. Relay contact (R2-2) also closes. 24 VAC passes through the closed contacts of setpoint controller (T150) and through the closed contacts
(R2-2) to provide another path for 24 VAC to relay coil (R2). When the temperature at the upper tank sensor (S6) reaches 4 ºF above the target temperature the contacts in the
outdoor reset controller (T256-2) open. However, 24 VAC continues to pass through the closed contacts in controller (T150) and closed contacts (R2-2) until the lower tank
sensor (S7) reaches 175 ºF. At that point the contacts in setpoint controller (T150) open, breaking 24VAC to relay coil (R2), which removes the external demand from the pellet
boiler, allowing it to shut down.
The pellet boiler is equipped with a loading unit (P1) which contains a thermostatic mixing valve that recirculates water through the pellet boiler when necessary to allow the
temperature of the pellet boiler to quickly climb above the dewpoint of the exhaust gases.
During a power outage, the normally open zone valve (ZV1) opens to allow an unblocked thermosiphon piping path between the pellet boiler and thermal storage tank. A
thermosiphon flow will occur that dissipate residual heat from the pellet boiler into thermal storage.
If the pellet boiler switch (PBES) is opened, such as at the end of the space heating season, the pellet boiler, its associated controllers, and its circulator (P1) will not operate.

Distribution system: Upon a call for heating from any zone thermostat (T1, T2, T3), the associated zone circulator (ZP1, ZP2, ZP3) is turned on. 120 VAC is also present at
the “system pump” terminals in the multi-zone relay center. The isolated relay contact (X X) in the multizone relay center closes passing 24VAC power from transformer (X1) to
outdoor reset controller (T256-1) and differential temperature controller (T156). The (T156) compares the temperature of the upper tank header sensor (S3) to the
temperature of water returning from the distribution system at sensor (S4). If the upper tank header temperature is at least 5 ºF above the return water temperature the
contacts in the (T156) controller close. This allows 120VAC to reach circulator (P2) to inject heat from the upper tank header into the distribution system.
The (T256-1) controller measures outdoor temperature at sensor (S1) and calculates a target supply water temperature for the distribution system. This is the same target
temperature calculated by controller (T256-2). If the temperature of the water passing sensor (S2) on the supply side of the distribution system is 10 ºF or more below the
target supply water temperature the contacts in the (T256-1) controller close across the (T T) terminals of the auxiliary boiler enabling it, and circulator (P3) to operate. Heat
from the oil-fired boiler is now injected into the distribution system. Circulator (P2) continues to run unless the temperature on the return side of the distribution system at
sensor (S3), climbs to within 3 ºF of the temperature of the upper tank header at sensor (S4). If this occurs, the contacts in the (T156) controller open turning off circulator (P2).
Heat from the oil-fired boiler continues to flow into the distribution system until the supply water temperature reaches 10 ºF above the target temperature. At that point the oil
fired boiler and circulator (P3) turn off. Assuming the heating demand from one or more zones continues, the water temperature at sensor (S1) will eventually drop to 10 ºF
below the target temperature, at which time the oil-fired boiler and circulator (P3) will turn on.

System #1

Please read through this later....

Suggested initial controller settings:
• T256-2 outdoor reset controller (monitors upper tank sensor (S6))
Outdoor design temperature = 0 ºF
Supply water temperature at outdoor design temperature = 180 ºF
Maximum supply water temperature = 180 ºF
Minimum supply water temperature = 100 ºF
Outdoor temperature at no load condition = 70 ºF
Supply water temperature at no load condition = 70 ºF
Differential = 8 ºF (centered on target temperature)

• T150 setpoint controller (monitors lower tank temperature sensor (S7)
setpoint = 170 ºF
Differential = 10 ºF (centered on target temperature)
• T156 differential temperature controller
contacts close if high temperature sensor ≥ 5 ºF above low temperature sensor
contacts open if high temperature sensor ≤ 3 ºF above low temperature sensor
• Pellet Boiler high limit temperature = 200 ºF
• Oil-fired boiler high limit temperature = 200 ºF
• Oil fired boiler differential = 5 ºF (below target temperature)

target supply water temperature (ºF)

• T256-1 outdoor reset controller (monitors supply temp. sensor for distribution system (S2))
Outdoor design temperature = 0 ºF
contacts in T256-2 controller close
target supply temperature for T256-1 and T256-2
Supply water temperature at outdoor design temperature = 180 ºF
contacts in T256-2 controller open
Maximum supply water temperature = 180 ºF
contacts in T256-1 controller open
Minimum supply water temperature = 100 ºF
contacts in T256-1 controller close
Outdoor temperature at no load condition = 70 ºF
190
Supply water temperature at no load condition = 70 ºF
170
Differential = 20 ºF (centered on target temperature)

20 ºF diff
centered on
target for (T256-1)

150

8 ºF diff
centered on
target for (T256-2)

130
110
90
70
70

60

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)
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System #2: space heat + DHW w/ pellet boiler + Aux boiler
low temperature
radiant panels

outdoor
temperature
sensor
zone returns

• Circulator (P2) operates as a
variable speed injection pump to
provide full outdoor reset control of
supply temperature to radiant panel
circuits.

closely
spaced
tees

variable speed
pressure-regulated
circulator

(P5)

zone supplies

(S1)

mod/con boiler

(LWCO2)

(S2)

(T356)

(P2)
variable speed
injection circulator

(P3)

• Mod/con boiler buffered by upper
portion of tank. Maintains upper
tank at sufficient temperature for
DHW production.

∆P valve

(LWCO1)

(S5)
(S3)

(T152)

(P1)

• In summer the pellet boiler
can be tuned off. Mod/con
maintains tank for DHW
production.

loading
unit

circulator
w/ check

thermal
storage
tank

DHW

(HX1)

• Single tank buffers both space
heating and DHW loads.

ASSE 1017
anti-scald
mixing valve
isolation /
flushing valves

(P4) (FS)

flow
switch

(S4)

relay
CW

pellet boiler
NOTE: Circulators (P2, P3, P4) all have internal spring-loaded check valves

expansion
tank

CW

NOTE: Sensors (S3) and (S5) need to be in same well in upper tank area
Down 10 to 20 % of tank height from top.

System #2: space heat + DHW w/ pellet boiler + Aux boiler
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outdoor temperature (ºF)
temp. for aux boiler ON (S5=120 ºF)
temp. @ aux boiler OFF (S5=130 ºF)

contact closed If (S6) ≤ 128 ºF
contact open if (S6) ≥ 132 ºF
contact closed If (S7) ≤ 165 ºF
contact open if (S7) ≥ 175 ºF

System #2: space heat + DHW w/ pellet boiler + Aux boiler
Please read through this later....
Description of operation:
Power Supply: 120 VAC power for the pellet boiler is supplied from a dedicated circuit. The service switch for the pellet boiler must be closed, and the low water cutoff
(LWCO1) must detect water for the pellet boiler to operate.
120 VAC power for the auxiliary boiler is supplied from a dedicated circuit. The service switch for the auxiliary boiler must be closed, and the low water cutoff (LWCO2) must
detect water for the auxiliary boiler to operate.
Power for the circulators (P2) (P4) and (P5), the 24 VAC transformer (X1), the multi-zone relay center (MZRC), temperature controller (T152), and relay coil (R2) is supplied
through another 120 VAC dedicated circuit. The main switch (MS) must be closed for these devices to operate.
Pellet boiler operation: The pellet boiler enable switch (PBES) must be closed for the pellet boiler to operate. Whenever sensor (S3) in the upper portion of the thermal
storage tanks is below 128 ºF the stage 1 contacts in the (T152) controller close. This passes 24VAC from transformer (X1) to relay coil (R2). Relay contact (R2-1) closes
across the external demand terminal of the pellet boiler. The pellet boiler turns on circulator (P1) and initiates its startup routine. Relay contact (R2-2) also closes. 24 VAC
passes through the closed stage 2 contacts of controller (T152) and through the closed contacts (R2-2) to provide another path for 24 VAC to relay coil (R2). When the
temperature at the upper tank sensor (S3) reaches 132 ºF the stage 1 contacts in the outdoor reset controller (T152) open. However, 24 VAC continues to pass through the
closed stage 2 contacts in controller (T152) and closed contacts (R2-2) until the lower tank sensor (S4) reaches 175 ºF. At that point the stage 2 contact in controller (T152)
opens, breaking 24VAC to relay coil (R2), which removes the external demand from the pellet boiler, allowing it to follow its normal shut down procedure.
Auxiliary boiler operation: The internal controller within the auxiliary boiler monitors the temperature at sensor (S5) in the upper portion of the thermal storage tank. If that
temperature drops to or below 120 ºF, the auxiliary boiler turns on, along with its associated circulator (P3). Heated water is directed from the auxiliary boiler to the upper left
header of the thermal storage tank. From there is can either flow to the load through circulator (P2) if a heating zone is active, or through the upper portion of the thermal
storage tank. When the temperature at sensor (S5) reaches 130 ºF, the auxiliary boiler and circulator (P3) are turned off.
Space heating distribution system operation: Upon a call for heating from any zone thermostat (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5), the associated zone valve (ZV1, ZV2, ZV3, ZV4,
ZV5) is turned on the by the multi-zone relay center (MZRC). Circulator (P5) is turned on, and operates in a preset constant differential pressure mode. 120 VAC is also
passed to transformer (X2) which provides 24 VAC to the (T356) variable speed injection controller. The (T356) controller boots up and measures the current outdoor
temperature. It uses that temperature along with its settings to calculate a target supply water temperature for the distribution system. The (T356) then controls the speed of
circulator (P2) to inject hot water from the upper left header of the thermal storage tank into the distribution system at the closely spaced tees. The rate of hot water injection
varies in an attempt to hold the supply water temperature measured at sensor (S1) as close to the target temperature as possible. This operation continues as long as one
or more zones remain active. When all zone thermostats are satisfied, the (MZRC) turns of circulator (P5), transformer (X2), and the injection mixing controller (T356).
Domestic water heating: The temperature of the upper portion of the thermal storage tank is continuously maintained at or above 120 ºF by either the pellet boiler or
auxiliary boiler. Whenever there is a demand for domestic hot water of 0.6 gallons per minute or higher, flow switch (FS) closes, passing 24VAC to the coil of relay (R3).
Relay contact (R3-1) closes to turn on circulator (P4) which immediately routes hot water from the top of the thermal storage tank through the primary side of stainless steel
heat exchanger (HX1). Cold domestic water passes in counterflow through the other side of heat exchanger (HX1) and is fully heat to or above the desired domestic hot
water delivery temperature of 115 ºF. The hot water leaving (HX1) passes through an ASSE 1017 listed anti-scaled mixing valve to ensure that the maximum hot water
delivery temperature to the plumbing system is 115 ºF. When the domestic hot water flow rate drops to 0.4 gpm or less the flow switch (FS) opens, turning off relay coil (R3)
and circulator (P4).

System #2: space heat + DHW w/ pellet boiler + Aux boiler
Please read through this later....
Suggested initial controller settings:
Stage 1 contacts in (T152) controller: (monitors upper tank temperature)
contacts close at 128 ºF, open at 132 ºF
Stage 2 contacts in (T152) controller: (monitors lower tank temperature)
contact close at 165 ºF, open at 175 ºF
Injection mixing controller (T356) settings:
No load condition: 70 ºF supply water temperature when outdoor temperature is 70 ºF
Design load condition: 110 ºF supply water temperature when outdoor temperature is
0 ºF or lower
contacts in T152 stage 2 close (S4=165 ºF)
Minimum supply water temperature = 80 ºF
contacts in T152 stage 2 open (S4=175 ºF)
Maximum supply water temperature = 110 ºF
contacts in T152 stage 1 open (S3=132 ºF)
contacts in T152 stage 1 close (S3=128 ºF)

Circulator (P5) setting:
Differential pressure constant at the required ∆P with all zone valves open

T356 target supply temperature at (S1)

190

Auxiliary boiler setting:
Boiler on when temperature at sensor (S5) is 120 ºF or lower
Boiler off when temperature at sensor (S5) is 130 ºF or higher

170

Pellet boiler settings:
High limit temperature = 200 ºF
Other setting as per boiler manufacturer’s recommendations

130

water temperature (ºF)

Anti-scald mixing valve setting:
115 ºF domestic hot water leaving temperature

150
4 ºF diff
centered on
target
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outdoor temperature (ºF)
temp. for aux boiler ON (S5=120 ºF)
temp. @ aux boiler OFF (S5=130 ºF)

System #3: space heat w/ 2 pellet boilers + Aux boiler
• Variable speed circulator for boiler protection.
• tekmar 265 (3 modulating output), reset controller controls
injection pump (P3), and both mod/con boilers.
• 0-10 VDC output from t265 controller regulates speed of
injection circulator (P3).
• Continuous circulator in floor
circuits to prevent
“heat sinks” near large
overhead doors.
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System #3: space heat w/ 2 pellet
boilers + Aux boiler
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• Constant circulation in floor heating circuits
• Variable speed injection circulator (P3) controlled by 0-10 VDC input
• Each propane boiler has 5:1 modulation, controlled by 0-10 VDC input
• Controller provides fixed 1st stage, and rotating 2nd and 3rd stage
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System #3: space heat w/ 2 pellet
boilers + Aux boiler
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• Pellet boiler can thermosiphon to tank during power outage
• Pellet boiler inlet temperature controlled to 130 ºF (anti-condensation)
• Flow through pellet boiler blocked with it is off
• “2-pipe” thermal storage configuration with internal diffuser plates
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• Injection pump can only operate if temperature at top of tank ≥ 3ºF
above return temperature from distribution system
• All circulators are hydraulically separated from each other
• “2-pipe” thermal storage configuration with internal diffuser plates to
maintain temperature stratification in tank
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PELLET BOILER TANK TEMPERATURE CONTROL

main switch (MS)

pellet boiler enable switch (PBES)

120 VAC / 15 amp

switch

4" x 4" x60"electrical gutter

Off-the-shelf controllers
$2,500 total controls
hardware cost

L

(ES) emergency

tekmar 156 controller

System #3: space heat w/ 2
pellet boilers + Aux boiler

contact closed If (TS4) ≤ 166 ºF
contact open if (TS4) ≥ 170 ºF

SEE SHEET M3 FOR ALL INITIAL
CONTROLLER SETTINGS

PROPANE BOILER #2
(Lochinvar WHN199

(P2B)

Power Supply to control circuit: Power to the controller circuit requires that both the emergency switch (ES), located near door of mechanical room, and main switch (MS), located by control
panel in mechanical room be closed.
Pellet Boiler Operation: The pellet boiler is controlled based on the temperature at two sensors in the thermal storage tank. Upper tank sensor (TS2) determines when the pellet boiler is
turned on. Lower tank sensor (TS4) determines when the pellet boiler is turned off.
The “on” condition for the pellet boiler occurs when the temperature at sensor (TS2) drops slightly below the target temperature, which is continuously calculated based on the outdoor
temperature at sensor (S5), and the settings of the outdoor reset controller (T256).
The target temperature at (TS2) is 110 ºF when the outdoor temperature is -5 ºF. This target temperature decreases to a minimum of 80 ºF when the outdoor temperature is 51 ºF or above.
A contact closure in the (T256) controller passes 24 VAC to the coil of relay (R1). Normally open contact (R1-1) closes to supply 120 VAC directly to circulator (P1A), and to the line voltage
lead on the tekmar 356 controller (T356) operating circulator (P1B), and to both motorized air dampers. 120 VAC is also supplied through (R1-1) to operate motorized ball valve (MBV1).
When the motorized ball valve is fully open, its internal end switch closes passing 24VAC to the low voltage circuits in the (T356) controller
When both motorized air dampers are fully open, their internal end switches close (in series) to provide a completed circuit between terminals 7 and 8 of the PES64 boiler turning it on.
The (T356) monitors the temperature of water entering the pellet boiler. When this temperature rises to 140 ºF, the (T356) begins to ramp up the speed of circulator (P1B), which transports
heat from the pellet boiler recirculation loop to thermal storage or load. The speed of circulator (P1B) increases as the return water temperature rises above 140 ºF, and slows to a very low
speed if the return water temperature decreases below 140 ºF.
24 VAC also passes through the closed contact of the (T150) setpoint controller, through contact (R1-2). This contact maintains 24 VAC to relay coil (R1) after the contacts in the (T256)
controller open as the tank temperature begins to rise.
The pellet boiler continues to operate until the temperature at tank sensor (TS4) rises to 170 ºF. This causes the contacts in the (T150) controller to open, interrupting 24 VAC to relay (R1),
and turning off the pellet boiler, circulators (P1A) and (P1B), and the (T356) controller. The motorized ball valve (MBV1) also closes using its internal spring return mechanism. This prevents
flow through the pellet boiler when it is off.
Zone valve (ZV1) remains closed whenever the master switch is on, and electrical power is available to the system. During a power outage (ZV1) opens to allow passive thermosiphoning
between the pellet boiler and thermal storage tank. A spring-loaded test switch (SLTS) can be periodically pushed to interrupt 120 VAC power to zone valve (ZV1) to test its operation.
Heat Input to Distribution System: There are three stages of heat input to the distribution system. All three stages are controlled by the tekmar modulating boiler controller (T265). This
controller is turned on by a call from any of the three zone thermostats (T1, T2, T3).
When any thermostat calls for heat, 24 VAC from transformer (X1) passes through the (X X) contacts in the (ZVR103) multi-zone relay center to terminal 29 on the (T265) controller. This turns
the (T265) on in outdoor reset mode. The (T265) controller measures outdoor temperature at sensor (S1) and uses this reading along with its settings to calculate the target supply water
temperature to the distribution system. It compares this calculated target temperature to the measured temperature at sensor (S2). If the measured temperature at (S2) is slightly below the
target temperature, the (T265) uses its first stage 0-10 VDC output to ramp up the speed of circulator (P3). Stage 1 output is fixed as the lead stage.
Injection circulator (P3) is enabled to operate by the closure of relay contact (23/24) in the (T265) controller. This contact closure occurs whenever the (T265) initiates stage 1 operation. The
speed of circulator (P3) is determined by the 0-10 VDC signal supplied by the (T265) controller.
If the temperature at sensor (S2) cannot be maintained by injection of hot water from thermal storage and/or the pellet boiler, a 0-10 VDC output from stage 2 and 3 of the (T265) controller
activates to provide modulated heat input from auxiliary boilers 1 and 2. Stages 2 and 3 periodically rotate operating order so as to provide approximately equal run time for auxiliary boilers 1
and 2.
Prevention of Inadvertent heat flow into thermal storage: Heating of the thermal storage tank by the auxiliary boilers is prevented by continuously measuring the difference between the
temperature on the piping at the top of the thermal storage tank at sensor (S3), and the temperature returning from the distribution system at sensor (S4). If (S3) ≥ (S4) + 6 ºF, the normally
open contact in the tekmar differential temperature controller (T156) is closed allowing the 0-10 VDC speed control signal from the stage 1 output of the (T265) controller to operate circulator
(P3). If (S3) ≤ (S4)+3 ºF the contact in the (T156) controller opens to prevent circulator (P3) from operating. This allows the thermal storage tank to contribute heat to the distribution system
whenever possible, but prevents heat produced by the auxiliary boilers from heating thermal storage.

ROOM OCC = 65 ºF
ROOM UNOCC = 65 ºF
BOOST = OFF
BOILER 1 = Au
BOILER 2 = Au
BOILER 3 = Au
OUT DSGN = -5 ºF
TERM = 1
BOIL INDR = 65 ºF
BOIL DSGN = 110 ºF
BOIL MIN = 70 ºF
BOIL MAX = 110 ºF
BOIL DIFF = 5 ºF
DLY /// = 0 (damper delay)
STG DLY = Au

SUPPLY
DIFF
= 5 ºF

110
105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65

BOIL MIN = 70 ºF

60
70

60

FDLY 1 = 0:30 (30 seconds fire delay)
BOIL MASS 1 = 3 (high mass)
MOTR 1 = 10 (10 seconds to ramp stage 1 from stop to full output)
MIN 1=1 (minimum output boiler 1 = 10,000 Btu/hr)
MAX 1 = 20 (200,000 Btu/hr)
BOIL 1 modulation = 0:20 (0-20 ma output)
MIN 1 % modulation = 0
MAX 1 % modulation = 100
PURG BOIL PUMP 1 = OFF

50 40 30 20 10 0
outdoor temperature (ºF)
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BOIL INDR = 65 ºF
OUT DSGN = -5 ºF

FDLY 2 = 0:05 (5 seconds fire delay)
BOIL MASS 2 = 1 (low mass)
MOTR 2 = 30 (30 seconds to ramp stage 1 from stop to full output)
MIN 2=4 (minimum output boiler 2 = 40,000 Btu/hr)
MAX 2 = 20 (200,000 Btu/hr)
BOIL 2 modulation = 0:20 (0-20 ma output)
MIN 2 % modulation = 0
MAX 2 % modulation = 100
PURG BOIL PUMP 2 = OFF
FDLY 3 = 0:05 (5 seconds fire delay)
BOIL MASS 3 = 1 (low mass)
MOTR 3 = 30 (30 seconds to ramp stage 1 from stop to full output)
MIN 3=4 (minimum output boiler 2 = 40,000 Btu/hr)
MAX 3 = 20 (200,000 Btu/hr)
BOIL 3 modulation = 0:20 (0-20 ma output)
MIN 3 % modulation = 0
MAX 3 % modulation = 100
PURG BOIL PUMP 3 = OFF
DHW mode: set to OFF
SETP = 1
SETP OCC = OFF
SETP UNOCC = OFF
Priority override = OFF
WWSD OCC = 60 ºF
WWSD UNOCC = 60 ºF
Primary pump purge = OFF
Boiler alert = 20
ºF/ºC = ºF
Tekmar 256 initial settings:
ROOM OCC = 70 ºF
ROOM UNOCC = 70 ºF
OUTDR DSGN = -5 ºF
BOIL INDR = 70 ºF
BOIL DSGN = 110 ºF
BOIL MIN = 80 ºF
BOIL DIFF = 5 ºF
WWSD OCC = 70 ºF
WWSD UNOCC = 70 ºF
ºF/ºC = ºF
TERMINAL UNIT = 1
Tekmar 156 initial settings:
∆T setpoint = 6 ºF
∆T differential = 3 ºF
storage max = 210 ºF
source minimum = 90 ºF
ºC/ºF = ºF

All heat input to the distribution system passes through the hydraulic separator, which isolates the pressure dynamics of the injection circulator. and the auxiliary boiler circulators from the
distribution circulators.

Tekmar 150 initial settings:
PWM DIP switch = OFF
setpoint = 168 ºF
differential = 4 ºF
heat/cool = heat
ºC/ºF = ºF

Heating distribution: All three radiant floor heating zones operate with constant circulation. This improves heat distribution across the floor areas, and helps protect the high heat loss areas of
the slab, near the overhead doors, from potential freezing. Circulators (P4) (P5) and (P6) operate whenever the main switch of the heating system is closed. Each of these circulators is
supplied with 120 VAC though a normally-closed service switch.

ZVR103 DIP switch settings:
master/slave = master
pump exercise = OFF
priority = OFF
AUX on during priority = OFF

Diverter valves (DV1) (DV2) and (DV3) are off whenever their associated zone thermostat is not calling for heat. In this mode they route flow returning from each radiant floor zone back to the
supply manifold for that zone, and thus provide no heat input to the zone. When a zone thermostat (T1) (T2) or (T3) call for heat, 24 VAC is supplied to the actuator of the associated diverter
valve. This routes flow returning from that zone back to the hydraulic separator, and passes heated water to the zone. Verify proper operation so that N.O. port is open when actuator is off.

BOIL DSGN = 110 ºF

water temperature supplied to distribution (ºF)

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION:

Initial settings for tekmar 265 controller:
DIP Switch settings:
DIP switch 1: set to ADVANCED
DIP switch 2: set to STAND ALONE
DIP switch 3: set to ALERT
DIP switch 4: set to OFF
DIP switch 5: set to SEQUENTIAL
DIP switch 6: set to OFF
DIP switch 7: set to ROTATE
DIP switch 8: set to FIXED LEAD
DIP switch 9: set to FIRST ON / LAST OFF

Manual reset high limit settings:
MRHL1 = 200 ºF
MRHL2 = 200 ºF
MRHL3 = 210 ºF

BOIL DSGN = 110 ºF

water temperature for pellet boiler start (ºF)

System #3: space heat w/ 2 pellet
boilers + Aux boiler
Read later if you like…

tekmar 256 contacts open
tekmar 256 contacts close
110

BOIL DIFF
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tekmar 256
initial settings
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BOIL INDR = 70 ºF
OUT DSGN = -5 ºF
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Design questions that should be addressed for biomass boiler systems
1. How is the biomass boiler protected against low entering water temperatures that would
cause sustained flue gas condensation?
2. If the system uses an auxiliary boiler, how and when do the system’s controls call for the
auxiliary boiler to operate?
3. If the system allows for simultaneous heat flow from the thermal storage tank supplied by
the biomass boiler, and the auxiliary boiler, how is heat generated by the auxiliary boiler
prevented from being unintentionally routed into the thermal storage tank?
4. What is the exact operating logic of the biomass boiler? Is its operation invoked by a heat
demand, or does the boiler operate independently of heat demands?
5. How flue gas leakage prevented during a cold boiler start into a cold chimney?
6. What is the mixing system used between the thermal storage tank and a low temperature
distribution system?
7. If the system is zoned and has an auxiliary boiler, How is the auxiliary boiler protected
against short cycling when only the smallest zone on the system is calling for heat?
8. How is the biomass boiler protected from overheating if a power failure occurs when the
boiler is operating at full heat output?

Design questions that should be addressed for biomass boiler systems
9. If the system uses an auxiliary boiler, how is it taken “off-line” (e.g., without heated water
passing through it) when all heat is being supplied from the biomass boiler.
10. How do the piping connections and inlet flows to the thermal storage tank allow for good
thermal stratification? How is mixing within the thermal storage tank prevented?
11. How is heat loss from thermal storage due to thermosiphoning through external piping
prevented?
12. What is the temperature cycling range of the thermal storage system under design load
conditions. What are the highest and lowest water temperature in the upper portion of the
thermal storage tank under design load conditions.
13. What is the minimum supply water temperature at which the heat emitters in the building
can provide design load heat output to the building?
14. Are all required safety controls specified for both the biomass boiler and the auxiliary
boiler (if present)?
15. Is the required air for combustion and mechanical room ventilation provided?

Additional Resources:
Web resources:
https://www.biomasscenter.org
https://www.biomasscenter.org/pdfs/Practical-Guideto-Modern-Wood-Heating-SCHOOLS.pdf
https://www.biomasscenter.org/pdfs/PracticalGuide-to-Modern-Wood-Heating-HOUSING.pdf
http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Publications/
Research/Biomass-Solar-Wind/European-wood-heatingtechnology-survey.pdf
https://www.biomassthermal.org/resource/

Print publications
Design assistance Manual for High Efficiency,
Low Emissions Biomass Boiler Systems,
NYSERDA, coming later in 2018
Heating with Renewable Energy, 1st Edition,
Siegenthaler, 2016, ISBN -13: 978-1-285-07560-0
Cengage Learning
Modern Hydronic Heating, 3rd Edition, Siegenthaler,
2012. ISBN-13: 978-1-4283-3515-8, Cengage Learning

Parting thoughts...

1. Plan ahead...

Parting thoughts...

2. Keep it neat...

Parting thoughts...

3. Keep it simple...

Thanks for attending today’s training
Thanks also to our sponsors…

ppropriate

esign

Please visit our website for more information

www.hydronicpros.com

